
July 30, 2014 

Good morning! My name is Xiaoyang Wang. I am here to bring your attention to an important 
issue, the forced organ harvesting from Falun Gong practitioners in China, and to urge the City 
of Portland to condemn this crime against humanity. 

Falun Gong is an ancient practice for mind and body, based on the principles of Truthfulness, 
Compassion and Forbearance. After the destruction of traditional Chinese culture under the 
communist rule since 1949, Falun Gong brought the traditional life style of cultivation practice 

back to Chinese society and formed a force for good. 

However, the communist party saw this renaissance of traditional values as a threat to its 
control, and started a brutal persecution against Falun Gong practitioners in 1999. Since then, 
thousands of people are confirmed to be killed. Millions have been detained, imprisoned, and 

put into forced labor camps. 

In 2006, evidence has emerged of a horrific crime; forced organ harvesting from prisoners of 
conscience. Since then, much analysis and investigation has led to the conclusion that tens of 
thousands of jailed Falun Gong practitioners have been systematically killed on demand to fuel 
China's lucrative transplant industry. The atrocity has been referred to as "a new form of evil on 
this planet." 

Given how much international interaction China's transplant business has - from doctors' 
trainings to accepting foreign patients to collaborative research - the impact of these abuses is 
not limited to China. 

In the battle between good and evil, there are no bystanders. 

In 2011, the Department of State 's Human Rights report cited allegations of organ harvesting 
from Falun Gong practitioners and other prisoners of conscience. The U.S. Congress has held 
two hearings about this issue. 

Last December, the ropean Parliament a resolution, condemning China's organ 
harvesting from prisoners of conscience. 

In n was on to 
immediately stop the of organ harvesting from its prisoners, particularly from Falun 
Gong prisoners The resolution is co-sponsored by over 180 congress people and 
being marked up by the House Foreign Affairs this morning, 

In May this year, the Medical Society of Virginia a resolution to condemn systernatic, 
state-sanctioned in 



Just as the international attention contributed to the closure China's labor these 
voices can ma 

It is to justice, not only for the 
direct victims in but also for the of our own conscience and living environment. 

voice counts in putting an end to this crime against humanity. 

I am happy to answer any you have. 

you. 



-
Change 
Inside China 
How Falun Gong practitioners' 
activism is reshaping China 

\ In the summer of 1999, when then-Chinese Commu-
nist Party leader, Jiang Zemin, launched the campaign to 
"stamp out" Falun Gong, he declared it would be done in three 
months. Fifteen years later, the persecution of Falun Gong has 
lasted longer than the Cultural Revolution. 

With tens of millions on the ground inside China, Falun 
Gong's resistance is one of the largest peaceful civil disobe-
dience efforts in history. What is behind this unprecedented 
resistance, and what are the ramifications for China? The 
following examines two catalysts for, and three ramifications of, 
this unprecedented grassroots movement in China. 

Catalyst 1: 
Underground, Grassroots Media ... by the Millions 

In a country where nearly all information - from 
movies, TV and print media, to websites, biogs, 
and text messages - can be monitored and 
censored, the opinions of even the most edu-
cated and independent thinkers can be swayed. 
With Falun Gong, the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP) pulled out all the stops, ranging from falsi-
fied news reports, to vilifying opinion pieces, to 
Cultural Revolution-style bullhorn and placards. 
The Chinese people have been surrounded by 
anti-Falun Gong propaganda for 15 years. 

From the very beginning of the campaign, 
however, Falun Gong practitioners from all 
walks of life have been chipping away at the 
propaganda. Notably, today in China, tens of 
millions of people are known to participate in 
a grassroots effort to print fliers, newspapers, 
informational DVDs, posters, etc., and deliver 
them to every house in every village, town and 

city in China. Most printing is done in the back 
rooms of private homes, and the materials are 
then distributed, often at night, by volunteers 
throughout the local area. It is a grassroots me-
dia effort that is unprecedented in scale. 

A majority of these fliers, newspapers and 
other materials contain reports about the per-
secution of Falun Gong practitioners across 
China, combining personal testimonies from 
victims with various third-party reports from 
Western news outlets, human rights organiza-
tions as well as Western government reports. 
When presented with this type of information, 
especially in juxtaposition to CCP propagan-
da that is filled with obvious fabrications, the 
effect is a Chinese populace that is increas-
ingly aware they have been deceived and 
gravely so. 
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Catalyst 2: 
Sophisticated Software 
As the persecution advanced, so did Chi-
na's (and the world's) Internet traffic. From 
early on, Internet control was imperative. 
To combat the Great Firewall, a Falun Gong 
practitioner-led team of computer scientists, 
including Ivy-League graduates, formed the 
Global Internet Freedom Consortium in the 
U.S., and produced some of the most suc-
cessful circumventing software in the world. 
It has helped millions in China access Falun 

Gong-related websites, as well as the wide 
array of sites blocked by the Chinese firewall. 
Notably, their software was used during the 
Iranian Green Revolution of 2009 to provide 
uncensored access to the web. 

Armed with uncensored reports in their 
hands or on the web, Chinese citizens are 
taking unprecedented steps towards freeing 
themselves from the CCP's thought control. 

Ramifications: 
1 Tens of Millions Withdraw from the 

Chinese Communist Party 
In 2006, the Epoch Times newspaper published a 

series of in-depth essays on the CCP's history. Collec-
tively known as the "Nine Commentaries," these essays 
divulge a history of the CCP in extreme and often horri-
fying detail. As a result, tens of millions have sought to 
withdraw from the CCP, and its affiliated organizations. 
To date, 160 million people have withdrawn from these 
organizations. 

2 Lawyers Highlight Illegal 
Nature of Campaign 
Soon after the suppression of Falun Gong was 

launched in 1999, an edict was issued from Beijing for-
bidding lawyers from taking Falun Gong cases. In recent 
years, however, lawyers have defied CCP policy and 
stood up to defend Falun Gong practitioners in court, 
often at great risk to themselves. In a system where "ver-
dicts" are often reached before a trial begins (imposed 
by CCP authorities), these lawyers are highlighting the 
immoral and illegal nature of the violence against Falun 
Gong practitioners. Many of these lawyers faced impris-
onment or torture themselves. Still, the number of law-
yers taking such cases continues to grow. 

3 Citizen 
Petitions 
A growing number of 

ordinary Chinese citizens are 
signing their names to petitions -
sometimes thousands per peti-
tion - calling on the authorities 
to release a neighbor or friend 
imprisoned for practicing Falun 
Gong or otherwise redress an 
injustice against him or her. Such 
an open and public display of 
protest against the regime was 
completely unheard of up until 
2011. The historic significance of 
petitions is not lost on Commu-
nist Party leaders. In May 2012, 
reports surfaced that a petition 
for a Falun Gong practitioner 
with 300 signatures and thumb 
prints had been circulated among 
top-level officials. The petition, 
one source revealed, had stirred 
fierce debate at the highest levels 
of the Party, with some officials 
advocating a peaceful end to the 
Falun Gong persecution cam-
paign. 
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A Watershed 
Moment 

• There are many watershed moments in modern Chinese 
history. The May fourth movement of 1919, the Communist 
Party's defeat of the Nationalists, the Cultural Revolution, and 
the Tiananmen Square Massacre all come to mind. 

The persecution of Falun Gong launched in 1999 is likewise 
one of these pivotal moments, one whose legacy continues to 
shape China's political, legal, and moral landscape to this day. 

Expansion of the reeducation-
through-labor system 

In 1998, the official number of detainees in 
China's re-education-through-labor system 
was 230,000. After a single year of the cam-
paign against Falun Gong, that number had 
swelled to 310,000. 

By 2007, there were 400,000 people 
detained without due process in 310 RTL 
camps. And by 2012, official statistics indi-
cated the number of camps had reached 351. 

The expansion of the RTL system from 
1999 onward is directly attributable to the 
campaign against Falun Gong. Numerous 
camps, including the Beijing Women's Labor 
Camp, were established in response to the 
campaign in order to accommodate a surg-
ing number of Falun Gong detainees, all of 
them imprisoned without due process. 

A recent study by Amnesty International 
found that Falun Gong comprised between 
one third to 100 percent of detainees in spe-
cific camps. (The RTL system was officially 
disbanded in 2014, but prisons and black 
jails have taken its place). 

Retrenchment in rule of law 

Despite setbacks that followed the 1989 Ti-
ananmen Square Massacre, Chinese leaders 
sought to professionalize the legal system and 
move toward rule of law throughout the 1990s. 

In 1999 much of this progress was lost. 
Judicial authorities and lawyers were instruct-
ed that it was their "political duty" to "severely 
punish" Falun Gong adherents- irrespective of 
any considerations of guilt or innocence. The 
campaign marked the revival of state instru-
mentalism in the legal profession, whereby the 
courts were wielded by party authorities to 
serve policy, rather than legal, objectives. 

By the mid-2000s, a small contingent 
of lawyers had begun advocating for Falun 
Gong and challenging the legal basis for the 
persecution. Authorities responded by issuing 
policy statements demanding that lawyers 
demonstrate loyalty to the party, lest they face 
disbarment or worse. 

Since then, dozens of rights lawyers have 
been denied legal licenses, disbarred, beaten, 
or imprisoned. Many say it was due to their 
advocacy on behalf of Falun Gong. 
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Expansion of the domestic 
security apparatus 

In order to coordinate the campaign 
against Falun Gong, the party established 
an extralegal, party-led security agency 
called the 610 Office. It operated in close 
coordination with the party's Political and 
Legislative Affairs Committee (PLAC)-a 
widely feared organization that commands 
the courts, police, and a variety of other 
state and party organs. 

This domestic security apparatus bal-
looned since the persecution of Falun Gong 
began. In order to ensure the continuity of 
the campaign, outgoing party leader Jiang 
Zemin promoted the leader of the PLAC 
(and, by extension, the 610 Office) to sit on 
the nine-member Politburo Standing Com-
mittee. By hyping the Falun Gong "threat," 
the security agencies under party control 
were able to greatly expand their power. 
Within a few years, the domestic security 
budget grew to exceed China's total de-
clared military spending. 

Advent of Internet censorship 

The persecution of Falun Gong was China's 
first mass campaign in the Internet era. Fit-
tingly, repression of the group became the 
driving force in China's censorship efforts. 
Buoyed by western companies who sold 
them surveillance and censorship equip-
ment for the express purpose of catching 
Falun Gong, the state security apparatus 
honed their aggressive cyber tactics on 
Falun Gong before branching out into inter-
national deployment against governments 
and corporations. 

In response, Falun Gong practitioners 
led the charge in developing the first major 
censorship circumvention tools, some of 
which remain the standard for dissidents 
around the world, playing an important role 
in movements as far afield as the Middle 
East and Africa. 

"The government's campaign 
against the Falun Gong has required 
tens of thousands of these officials 
who presumably would otherwise 
be engaged in crime control, to be 
drawn into the task of not only mon-
itoring, but controlling, the thoughts 
and beliefs of the country's citizens." 

- Amnesty International, December, 2013 

The moral choice 

Falun Gong represented an alternative vision 
for China. Here was a group of people who 
valued the cultivation of virtue over money wor-
ship, who promoted harmony with nature; and 
self-reflection and moral rectitude as an alter-
native to crime and punishment. 

In launching the persecution, the Party 
explicitly rejected this vision. Editorials de-
nounced Falun Gong's values of truth, com-
passion and tolerance as having "nothing in 
common" with the materialist ethic of the Party. 
In refusing to permit such values, the Party 
did not simply choose to eliminate a popular 
meditation practice; it locked China in a culture 
consumed with materialism, the pursuit of prof-
it, corruption, and a lack of collective values. 

"According to former inmates, 
roughly half of Masanjia (labor 
camp)'s population is made up of 
Falun Gong practitioners or mem-
bers of underground churches." 

"All agreed that the worst abuse was 
directed at Falun Gong members 
who refused to renounce their faith. " 

- The New York Times: Behind Cry for Help 
From China Labor Camp, June 11, 2013 
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Anti~Falun Gong campaign continues under new Party leadership 
In July 1999, then-Communist Party head Ji-
ang Zemin made the fateful decision to wipe 
out Falun Gong, at the time practiced by over 
100 million Chinese. Fifteen years and two 
leadership rotations later, the Chinese Com-
munist Party (CCP) continues to dedicate sig-
nificant resources towards this aim. 

Over the past several years, officials re-
sponsible for instigating the detention, torture, 

-----------------~-------· 

and death of Falun Gong practitioners-in-
cluding Zhou Yongkang, Bo Xilai, Wang Lijun, 
Li Dongsheng-have faced investigation and/ 
or imprisonment. Yet their punishment has 
been on charges of corruption rather than for 
the abuses committed against so many inno-
cent Chinese, reinforcing the ongoing impunity 
for such crimes. 

New three-year "transformation" campaign launched in 2013 
In 2013, central CCP agencies launched a 
new, nationwide campaign to eliminate Falun 
Gong via the "transformation" (forced conver-
sion, often violent) of known practitioners. In 
November 2013, the Epoch Times newspaper 
published a collection of 56 circulars from 
official agencies across China, revealing such 
an effort was underway. "Carrying out the 
'2013 to 2015 Final Battle on Education and 
Transformation' is the scientific decision made 
by the Party Central based on the current 
struggle," states one official website. "Convert 
all the unconverted Falun Gong adherents by 
the end of 2015 and continue the propaganda 
criticizing Falun Gong," states another. 

"In 2013, the party launched a new three-
year initiative to coerce [Falun Gong] ad-
herents to renounce their beliefs. While 
some Falun Gong practitioners were 
released from detention as part of the 
closure of labor camps, authorities seized 
hundreds of others in home raids, send-
ing them to extralegal detention centers 
for forced conversion or sentencing them 
to long prison terms." 

- China, Freedom in the World 2014, 
Freedom House 

Falun Gong deaths since 
Tens of Thousands More Feared Dead 
According to sources inside China reporting 
to the Minghui website, as of June 2014, 3,769 
Falun Gong practitioners were documented 

have died since July 1999 as a result the 
persecution, with the vast majority losing their 
lives due to abuse or torture while being held 
at prisons, labor camps, detention centers, 

"brainwashing" 
One recent case is that Mr. Zhu Jinrui, 

who died in custody on May 6, 2014 at Bei'an 
prison in Heilongjiang province. He was 45 
years old. 

Multiple independent es-
timate that tens of thousands of Falun Gong 
practitioners have been killed so their vital 
organs could extracted and sold for or-

in 
China. 
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camp 
brainwashing centers 

After years of international and domestic 
calls for the abolition of China's "re-educa-
tion through labor" camp system, throughout 
2013, official statements and human rights 
groups' reports pointed to the closure of 
many camps in China. However, abductions 
continue and a growing number of Falun 
Gong practitioners have been sentenced to 
long prison terms after sham trials or have 
been sent to extralegal detention facilities for 
forced conversion. Such venues are often 

"Many of the policies and practices 
which resulted in individuals being 
punished for peacefully exercising 
their human rights by sending them to 
RTL have not fundamentally changed: 
quite the contrary. There is ample evi-
dence that such policies and practices 
are continuing in full force . ... Falun 
Gong practitioners continue to be 
punished through criminal prosecu-
tion and being sent to "brainwashing 
centres" and other forms of arbitrary 
detention." 

- "'Changing the soup but not the med-
icine?' Abolishing re-education through 
labour in china", Amnesty International, 

December, 2013 

called "legal education centers" by officials 
and "brainwashing" centers by activists. 
cording to Minghui.org, a US-based website 
with an extensive network of sources through-
out China, the number of practitioners sen-
tenced to brainwashing centers in the second 
half of 2013 was four times that of the number 
in the first half - precisely the time during 
which the doors of forced labor camps were 
being shuttered. 

"On a scale of worse to the worst, 
torture occurs far more frequently and 
cruelly in detention centers than in 
jails, and labor camps were still worse, 
but the so-called legal education cen-
ters are the worst of all. The number 
of innocent citizens tortured to death 
in these centers across China is in 
four figures." 

-Teng Biao, prominent Chinese lawyer 
and scholar, April 2014 
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Latest Developments of 
Resistance and Support 
Chinese citizens organize historic petitions to free Falun Gong 
neighbors, friends 
Over the past three years, tens of thousands 
of Chinese citizens have signed collective 
petitions, often with their real names, urging 
local authorities to release a neighbor or friend 
imprisoned for practicing Falun Gong, or inves-
tigate a practitioner's death in custody. Many 
of the petitions cite the local practitioners' role 
as a respected and well-liked member of the 
community and condemn the CCP's' policy of 
persecuting such good people. 

Such an open and public display of pro-
test against the regime was completely un-
heard of up until 2011. The historic significance 
of petitions is not lost on Communist Party 
leaders. In May 2012, reports surfaced that a 
petition for a Falun Gong practitioner with 300 
signatures and thumb-prints had been circu-
lated among top-level officials. The petition, 
one source revealed, had stirred fierce debate 
at the highest levels of the Party with some 
officials advocating a peaceful end to the Falun 

A petition signed and thumb printed in red 
ink by 15,000 Chinese citizens calls for justice 
over the death in custody of a Falun Gong 
practitioner in Heilongjiang 

Gong persecution campaign. 
More recently, in January 2014, 4,984 

people in Qinhuangdao of Hebei province had 
signed a petition urging the release of 16 local 
Falun Gong practitioners. 

Falun Gong continues to grow in China; support even from police 
Despite the Chinese authorities' ongoing 
efforts to stamp out Falun Gong, the practice 
continues to grow in China, with new people 
taking up the discipline in an effort to improve 
their physical and mental well-being. In May 
2014, thousands of Falun Gong practitioners 
from across China and from a multitude of pro-
fessions (including within the government and 
military) sent greetings to the Minghui website, 
wishing the practice's founder Li Hongzhi a 
happy birthday and expressing appreciation 
for the benefits that Falun Gong had brought 

them. 
In addition, 15 years of Falun Gong practi-

tioners' grassroots efforts to counter the CCP's 
propaganda and explain their innocence to po-
lice and ordinary Chinese are yielding fruit. The 
Minghui website routinely features anecdotes 
from Falun Gong practitioners in China relay-
ing how individuals within the security system 
had quietly sought to protect them, expressed 
sympathy for their plight, or refused to detain 
them despite orders from above. 
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More international actors urge end to forced organ removal 
In 2012, the U.S. House of Representatives 
held a hearing about the force harvesting of 
organs from religious and political prisoners in 
China, including from tens of thousands of Fa-
lun Gong practitioners. This was soon followed 
by a joint letter from 106 Members of Congress 
to the U.S. State Department requesting that 
any information about transplant abuses in 
China- including any details obtained from 
former Chongqing police chief Wang Lijun-be 
made public. 

Throughout 2013 and early 2014, such 
concerns were echoed internationally. In De-
cember 2013, the European Parliament passed 
a resolution demanding an immediate end to 
China's state-sanctioned organ harvesting 
from executed prisoners of conscience, in-
cluding Falun Gong practitioners. In late 2013, 
the advocacy group Doctors Against Forced 
Organ Harvesting delivered a petition with 1.5 
million signatures to the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights urging an 
investigation of China's "slaughter of prisoners 
of conscience for organ procurement." At a 

Witnesses addressed a congressional hear-
ing about organ harvesting in China on Sept. 
12. Tens of thousands of prisoners of con-
science have had their organs taken from 
their bodies while still alive. 

meeting of the Human Rights Council in March 
2014, the Canadian government voiced its 
concern over the persecution of Falun Gong 
and the practice of harvesting organs from 
prisoners. 

Amidst threat of imprisonment and torture, rights lawyers 
increasingly defend Falun Gong practitioners in court 
For over a decade, a contingent of human 
rights lawyers have defied CCP threats and 
represented Falun Gong practitioners, arguing 
their innocence in court and affirming their 
right to religious freedom. They have used var-
ious non-violent tactics to expose abuses, in-
vestigate torture, and try to save practitioners' 
lives. Many of the lawyers have themselves 
been subject to disbarment, abduction, and 
torture. Nevertheless, the number of lawyers 

taking up Falun Gong cases continues to grow. 
In March 2014, in an effort to rescue Falun 
Gong practitioners held at a "brainwashing" 
center in Heilongjiang province, four lawyers 
visited the facility and demanded the practi-
tioners' release. The lawyers were themselves 
detained and severely beaten, prompting many 
of their colleagues to call for their release and 
protest their mistreatment. 
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Mounting Evidence for the Crime 
www.StopOrganHarvesting .org 

China's Organ Transplant Market 
Skyrocketed after 2003. There were more than 
600 hospitals and over 1,700 doctors in China 
engaged in organ transplant surgeries in 2007. 

• Waiting times for organ transplants in China are 
incredibly short--a matter of days, while in other 
countries , it takes years. There is no organ-
donation system in China. This suggests the 
existence of a living organ bank with tens of 
thousands of involuntary donors. 

• The source of organs for 41,500 transplants for 
the six year period 2000 to 2005 cannot be 
explained by official data. 

• Representatives from transplant hospitals in 14 
provinces across China have said that the sources 
of their organs are Falun Gong practitioners . 

• Many Falun Gong practitioners went missing 
and their whereabouts cannot be determined after 
they are arrested. 

• The systematic blood-testing of Falun Gong 
practitioners in prisons , forced labor camps and 
detention centers . Medical examinations were not 
done out of concern for their health since they were 
tortured and abused severely. 

• Family members and friends have observed the 
corpses of practitioners formerly held in custody with 
organs missing . Many were cremated without their 
families being permitted to see their bodies. 
• The ex-wife of a surgeon testified that her 
husband personally removed the corneas from the 
living bodies of approximately 2,000 Falun Gong 
practitioners before October 2003. 

" ... a disgusting form of evil which, 
despite all the depravities humanity 

has seen, are new to this planet. 
- from the book "Bloody HaNest" by David Kilgour, former 

Canadian secretary of state (Asia-Pacific); and David Matas, 
international human rights lawyer 

Voices of Support 

The U.S. State Department's 201 1 Human Rights 
Report cited allegations of organ harvesting from 
Falun Gong practitioners and other prisoners of 
conscience. 
On September 12, 2012, the United States Congress 
held a hearing to investigate organ harvesting of 
religious and political dissidents in China. 
"This is a crime against humanity ... We should do our 
best to identify those specific individuals who are 
engaged in this and put them on the lis t of people who 
deserve to be brought to justice." 

- Dana Rohrabacher, U. S. Congressman 

On October 4, 2012, 106 congressmen signed a 
"Dear Colleague" letter, urging the State Department 
to make public any information it has regarding 
forced live organ harvesting. 

On June 27, 201 3, bipartisan U.S. Congressional 
Resolution 281 was introduced , callinq on China to 
immediately stop the practice of organ harvesting 
from its prisoners, particularly from Falun Gonq 
prisoners of conscience and members of other 
religious and ethnic minority groups. 

How Can I Help? 
• Sign petitions: 

http://wh.gov/5Jmn 
www.stoporganharvesting.org 

• Visit Facebook page and like it! 

[!) • Stop forced live organ 
--- ,.,....,,...,.. · harvesting in China. 

@""""',-"" • ..........,_ • fillh!f'J.1:<1>~~11111' 

http://www. facebook. com/Stoporgantheft 

• View and spread video: "Killed for Organs: 
China's Secret State Transplant Business" 
http://www.youtube .com/wa tc h ? v = bv AOOwvJ M Zs 

• Call or write your Representatives and 
Senators to urge the U.S. government to take 
a stand on this issue. 



Falun Gong Practitioners 
Are Killed for Their Organs 

Since 2006, evidence has emerged of a horrific 
crime; hundreds of thousands of Falun Gong 
practitioners have been held in prison labor 
camps and used as a living donor bank across 
China for the past decade. Experts now 
estimate that tens of thousands of jailed Falun 
Gong practitioners and other prisoners have 
been systematically killed on demand to fuel 
China's lucrative transplant industry. 

In July 2006, David Matas, international human 
rights lawyer, and David Kilgour, former 
Canadian Secretary of State (Asia-Pacific), 
released a report entitled "Bloody Harvest", 
concluding that " .. . the government of China 
and its agencies . . . since 1999, have put to 
death a large but unknown number of Falun 
Gong prisoners of conscience." 

Read the full report here: 
http://organharvestinvestigation.net 

They indicate that the source of organs for 
41,500 transplants for the six year period 2000 
to 2005 is unexplained by official data, and that 
the only possible explanation is that the organs 
were harvested from Falun Gong practitioners. 

The Chinese Communist Party: 
A History of Violence 

From the time the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP) came to power in 1949 up through today, 

between 65 and 80 million people have been 
killed or died unnatural deaths at the hands of 

CCP. The following summary highlights 
several notorious CCP campaigns. 

1) Land Reform, Suppression of 
Counterrevolutionaries Campaigns 
1950- 1952; 2.4-5 million killed 

2) The Great Leap Forward 
1959- 1961; 30-40 million died of starvation 

3) The Cultural Revolution 
1966- 1976; 7- 8 million killed or driven to suicide 

4) 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre 
June 4th, 1989; 600-3,000 killed 

5) The "Eradication" of Falun Gong 
Campaign 
1999-present; 3694 confirmed dead, 3 
million imprisoned, 100 million persecuted 

Falun Gong is a self-cultivation practice for mind 
and body that became hugely popular in China by 
late 1990s (www.falundafa.org ). According to 
government estimates, 70-100 million people 
were practicing Falun Gong . 

Despite the practice's peaceful and apolitical 
nature, then-CCP-Chairman Jiang Zemin viewed 
its popularity and values of Truthfulness, 
Compassion and Tolerance as threats to the 
CCP's control. On July 20, 1999, Jiang launched 
a brutal and sweeping campaign to "eradicate" 
Falun Gong. Like "underground" Christians 

and Tibetan Buddhists, millions of Falun Gong 
practitioners are violently denied their basic right 
to peacefully practice their faith . 

The ensuing campaign has been seen by many, 
including CNN Senior Analyst Willy Lam, as "a 
throw-back to the Cultural Revolution." Some 
80,000 cases of torture and abuse in custody 
have been documented, while as many as 3 
million languish in jails and forced labor camps. 
Women are subjected to rape, forced abortions, 
and sexual violations by authorities. The 
campaign is believed to be the largest, longest, 
most systematic, and costliest campaign ever 
against a single group of people in China. 

"Falun Gong adherents have been 
systematically arrested, tortured, sent to 
forced labor camps for 're-education,' 
placed in mental institutions for 
brainwashing, and subjected to organ 
harvesting." 

- Congresswoman Ileana Ros-Lehtinen, Chair of 
the House Foreign Affairs Committee 

Visit www.faluninfo.net for more information. 
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Killed for Their Organs 
Organs Forcibly Harvested from Falun Gong Prisoners of Conscience 

Former Canadian Secretary o f State 
David Ki lgour led an investigation into 
fo rced organ harvesting of Falun Gong 
practitioners in China. 

EACH YEAR, THOUSANDS 
OF ORGAN TRANSPLANTS 
are performed in China, but only a 
few hundred come from voluntary 
donors. Where do all of the other 
kidneys, livers, hearts, and corneas 
come from? Since 2001, mount-
ing evidence indicates that over 
100,000 organs have been taken 
from prisoners who are killed 
specifically so that their body 
parts could be sold for high prof-
its to use in transplant operations. 
1hese "donors" are prisoners of 
conscience, and a vast majority of 
them are Falun Gong practitioners. 

Propaganda Fuels Persecution 
State-run media incites hatred, violence toward Falun Gong 
WHEN THE PERSECUTION 
CAMPAIGN WAS LAUNCHED 
against millions of Falun Gong prac-
titioners, Chinese Communist Party 
officials scrambled to justify the ille-
gal campaign to Chinese citizens and 
the international community. To do 
so, they produced an unprecedented 
amount of hate propaganda to fa lsely 
portray Falun Gong as a menace to 
society. The tactic aimed to turn pub-
lic opinion in China against Falun 
Gong, as well as distract would-be 
critics abroad. 

Researchers at Human Right Watch 
and Amnesty International have 
called such an ti-Falun Gong pro-
paganda "bogus:' The U.S. Congress has passed several resolutions con-
demning the persecution in China and the propaganda that has fueled it, 
calling Falun Gong "peaceful" and a "traditional spiritual discipline:' 

Why is this peaceful meditation 
practice persecuted in China? 

1here are three primary factors that led to the systematic persecution of 
Falun Gong in China: 

SIZE: By 1999, there were over 100 million people practicing Falun Gong, 
which caused some Communist Party leaders to feel threatened. 

PRINCIPLES: Falun Gong is rooted in traditional Chinese culture, and 
practitioners abide by the tenants of truthfulness, compassion, and toler-
ance. The Chinese Communist Party builds and maintains power through 
corruption, and so some of its top leaders perceived the principled life-
style of Falun Gong practitioners to be a threat. 

JEALOUSY: China's then-top leader, Jiang Zemin, saw in Falun Gong a 
practice that was widely praised among the people, while he himself 
remained fairly unpopular. Many China experts point to Jiang's personal 
quest to steal the spotlight from Falun Gong as the tragic driving force 
behind his campaign to "eradicate Falun Gong:' 

What can I do? 
• SHARE: give this flier to a friend 
• SIGN: sign a petition at www.fofg.org 
• WRITE: write to your congressional representative 
• LEARN: learn more at www.faluninfo.net 

How to learn Falun Gong? 
Falun Gong is always taught free of charge by volunteers. It has no system 
of membership or initiations, and no rituals. All Falun Gong books, video 
instructions of Falun Gong's exercises, and information about practice 
sites in your local area are available online at: www.FalunDafa.org. 

CHINA'S BIG 

The systematic 
persecution of 
Falun Gong in 
China ... 

... goes much 
deeper than 
you may think, 
and impacts 
all of us. 

http:www.FalunDafh.org
http:wrvw.f�luniufo.net
http:rvw.fofg.org


For the past 15 years, China's 
ruling Communist Party has 
violently suppressed tens of 

millions of people simply for practicing 
Falun Gong. The regime has abducted, 
tortured, and killed an untold number 
of innocent people who were striving to 
be healthieti kindeti and wiser through 
this traditional meditation practice. 

The campaign's victims range from top 
judges, professors, and military officers 
to housewives, stude11ts, and farmers. 
No segment of Chinese society has 

The [Chinese] government... sanctioned 
the systematic use of violence against 
the group ... No Falun Gong member is 
supposed to be spared. 

- The Washington Post 

been left untouched. 
Such large-scale persecution has fueled 

a descent into extraordinary corruption 
and moral decay in China that impacts 
us all-from environm ental pollution 
to tainted products arriving in our 
stores. 

And with every Falun Gong 
practitioner who is detained-as the 
man in the above photo is about to be-
the universal values of truthfulness, 
compassion, and tolerance printed on 
his banner come under attack. 

Falun Gong practitioners and their fami ly 
members ... have suffered persecut ion, 
intimidation, imprisonment, torture, and 
even death for the past decade. 

- U.S. Congress (Resolution 605) 

FROM THE HEARTLAND OF CHINA 
In th e 1990s, Falun Gong became 
the most favored mind-body exercise 
system in mainstream Chinese society 
and was endorsed by the governm ent. 
One hundred million people were 
practicing by 1999. But that July, the 
Communist Party launched an attack on 
Falun Gong, fear ing that its popularity 
and promotion of traditional values 
were a threat to the Party's control over 
society. 

TORTURE AND KILLING 
For the past 15 years, horrific abuses 
have occurred in police custody on a 
daily basis across China. These include 
severe physical torture, sexual assault, 
and starvation. These abuses have 
been documented by the United Na-
tions, Amnesty International, The Wall 
Street Jo11rnal, and many others. Thou-
sands of individual deaths have been 
confirmed. Researchers es timate tens 
of thousands have been killed so their 
organs could be sold for profit. 

TENS OF MILLIONS AT RISK 
Today, Falun Gong practitioners are 
the larges t group of prisoners of con-
science in China, if not the world. 
They number in the hundreds of 
thousands at any given time and con-
tinue to be abducted dai ly through-
out China. The regime's abuses 
agai nst Falun Gong have des tab ilized 
Chinese society as a whole. 

Falun Gong practi t ioners in the sou thwest 
Chinese city o f Chengdu do their morning 
exerc ises in the late 1990s. 

Ms. Xu was killed w ith in hours o f being ab -
ducted by po lice in May 2012. She was 47 
yea rs o ld. 

Ms Jin 's moth r was illega lly imprisoned 
for eight years. Amnesty International says 
she has been bad ly beaten and injected 
w ith harmful drugs. 

WHY HAVEN'T I HEARD ABOUT THIS? 
The Communist Party has gone to great lengths to hide the atrocities committed 
against Falun Gong practitioners. Human rights groups are barred from prison camps. 
Foreign journalists have been assaulted, their informants imprisoned, and their compa-
nies threatened. Thus, years can go by without a major news story on Falun Gong. 
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AN ANCIENT PRACTICE FOR THE MODERN DAY 

Falun Gong (also called Falun 
Dafa) is an advanced system for 
improving mind and body, with 

roots in thousands of years of Chin ese 
culture. The practice's most visible 
aspect is its meditation and four gentle 
exercises-highly effective ways to 
improve health and energy levels. 

Falun Gong practitioners also study 
spiritual teachings, taking t11em as a 
guide for d~ily life. 

At the col:e of these teachings are the 
values of truthfulness, compassion, and 
tolerance. Falun Gong teaches that these 

I used to suffer from cl1ronic angina and 
gastroenteritis, !Jut they completely 
disappeared once I startecl practicing 
Falun Gong. 

- Connie from London 

are the most fundamental qualities of 
the universe and that by ass imilating to 
them, a person can unlock botl1 physical 
health and immense wisdom. 

As people from diverse nationalities 
and professions have taken up the 
practice, most have found themselves 
undergoing a profound transformation. 
Forgiveness replaces anger. Calm 
replaces anxiety. Frustration and greed 
give way to a serene inner joy that 
endures in even the most challenging 
si tuations. 

Falun Gong gives me the knowledge and 
wisdom to Ile a better son, husband, and 
friend. It allows me to make the right 
choices even in cl ifficult ci rcumstances. 

- Nick from Phoenix 
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alun Gong is an ancient Ounese spiritual 
discipline in t11e Buddha scl1ool tradition. 
It consists of 1noral teachings and five 

gentle exercises diat are a truly unique and lughly 
enjoyable way to improve your healm and energy 
levels. 

At die core of me practice are the values of 
Trufufulness, Compassion, and Forbearance 
(Zhen A Shan 4 Ren ,52, in Clunese) . Falun 
Gong teacl1es tl1at diese are the most funda-
mental qualities of t11e universe, and takes the1n 
to be a guide for daily life and practice. 

In Asia, spiritual practices of this variety are 
often referred to as \vays of "cultivation" or 

"self-cultivation." Spiritual cultivation has been 
at the heart of numerous Buddhist and Daoist 
practices tluoughout history, and it is an inte-
gral part of classical Chinese culture. 

Through consistent and dedicated practice, 
die student of Falun Gong strives to acllleve a 
state of selflessness, greater insight and a\vare-
ness, inner purity, and balance- a state of true 
healm. Ultimately he or she approaches \vhat in 
die Asian tradition is known as "enlightenment" 
or "attaining the Dao (\Vay)." 

Falun Gong is always taught free of charge by 
volunteers, and it has brought improved healdi 
and \Veil-being to more man 100 million people 
in some 100 countries around the \vorld. 

Falun Gong is also kt10\vn as Falun Dafa. To 
learn more, you can find the books of Falun 
Gong, audio and video recordings, as well as 
1nany other resources like local practice sites in 
yow: area, all for free online at FalunDafa.org. 

Benefits of Falun Gong 

• Improves mind and body 
• Relieves stress and anxiety 

• Increases energy and vitality 
• Improves physical health 

• Promotes spiritual growth and enlightenment 

The tradition of self-cultivation 

T he ancients believed mat d1rough disci-
plined spiritual practice, a human being is 

capable of transcending tllls ordinary existence. 
A higher state of being uras envisioned-one 
widi unique joys and knowledge, free from the 
suffering and illusions of the \vorld. 

Attaining tllls state required moral rectitude, 
the severing of desires, and the use of special 
meditative tecl11uques to refine both mind and 
body. Various schools of cultivation practice 
arose, each offering its own spiritual pa.di. 

For millennia, these traditions \Vere passed 
do\vn from masters to disciples throughout 
Asia, often in secluded or monastic settings. 

Falun Gong is one sucl1 practice. 



Sitt ing in a state of deep tranquility is part of Falun Gong's sitting meditation, "Strengthening divine powers." 

What does it lllean to practice Falun Gong? 
I n a fe'l.v words, practicing Falun Gong means striving to im-

prove yourself and live your life in ever-closer harmony 'l.vith 
the universal principles of Truthfulness, Compassion and For-
bearance. 

Each person's tmderstanding of the universal principles is unique 
and continues to evolve uiith study and practice. TI1ere is no set of 

"standard beliefs" that one must adopt. Each person assinlllates and 
applies the principles in his or her o\vn \vay. 

Faltin Go11g is cttltivation practice--a 
spiritual practice of both mind and body. 
Yet unlike many other spiritual practices, it does not have temples 
or churcl1es, membership or initiation rin1als, fees, or obligations. 
It is instead a deeply personal practice- one that is freely chosen, 
freely practiced, and understood by the individual him or hersel£ 

We all practice the Faltm Gong exercises. 
Some of us rise at dawn to sit in solitary meditation, urhile others 
carve out time during the day or get together in parks to practice 'l.vith 
a group. This is how we cultivate the body. 

To ct1ltivate the mind, we strive to itnprove ot1rselves. 
We seek to demonstrate our understanding of the universal princi-
ples in every aspect of our lives, becoming more truthful, compas-
sionate and forbearing in our thoughts, words and actions. We come 
to appreciate the wisdom of putting others before ourselves, turning 
the other cheek in conflicts, and looking'l.vithin, taking responsibility 
for all that life brings us in the face of challenges and difficulties. 

The process sounds simple, but in practice it often proves difficult 
Yet at the same time, it is immensely rewru::ding as we cultivate and 
improve ourselves. 

"Falun Dafa gives me the knowledge 
and wisdom to be a better son, hus-
band and friend. It allows me to make 
the right choices even in difficult cir-
cumstances." 
N J , Phoenix 

The Faltm Gong teachings serve 
as a gu.ide in this process. 
We therefore study them regularly, and often find our-
selves discovering new levels of meaning, bringing ne\v 
wisdom and understanding in our quest to become bet-
ter people. 

The teachings are available free of cl1arge in dozens of 
languages and a n1ttltitude of formats- printed books, 
online reading, audio and video lecture series and more. 
We study on our o'l.vn and also with others, and 'I.Ve often 
share experiences to learn and gro\v together. 

Each of lts has an inspiring story to tell. 
People who practice Falun Gong experience all manner 
of positive changes in their lives. 
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"I lost interest immediately in drugs and alco-
hol- a very common experience. Some of 
my friends have found relief from rheuma-
toid arthritis, chronic back pain, and a host of 
other ailments." 
J.P., Ottaiva 

Some tell of remarkable recoveries from disease and 
disability- total remission of cru1cer sy1nptoms, reversal 
of diabetes o r heart trouble, even regaining the ability to 
\valk. TI1e list is endless ru1d even hard to believe, but the 
people telling these stories are clearly convinced, having 
experienced these recoveries themselves. 

Many find that they lose interest in alcohol and drugs. 
Others enjoy lives of perfect health, no longer going 
through =ual rituals of colds, fever ru1d flu. Still others 
find n1ore enjoyment in life through reduced stress and 
anxiety. 

Tl1e experience is different for everyone. 
One common theme is that those who practice Falun 
G ong find ne'l.v joy in life. \X!e experience healthier lives 
and healthier relationships with friends and family. 

But it doesn't come uiithout its challenges. Like anything 
else 'l.vorth'l.'rhile in life, 'I.Ve have to work at it. What we 
get out of the practice is a reflection of the effort \Ve put 
into it 

For example, practicing Falun Gong involves a con-
tinual process of introspection. \"X?henever e.nconnte.ring 
conflicts, 'I.Ve learn to look inside ourselves for the source 
of the problem, rather than blan1i.ng others or feeling re-
sentful. The process of identifying the things within our-
selves at the root of these problems, and then letting go 
of them- this is the process of cttltivation. 

When we put other people's inte rests ahead of our 
own, we often find that we can b e at peace with any 
s ituation . Throu gh prac ticing Falun Gong, we learn 
to live in closer harmony with the world and the peo-
ple arolmd us. 



The founder of Falun Dafa, Mr. Li Hongzhi, correcting exercise movements of a student in Chicago. 

TO ...... EARN 

T he only '\vay to find out if Falun 
Gong is right for you is to give 

ita try! 

Faltm Gong is taught 
free of charge. 
Just visit any of the practice sites lo-
cated in major cities in nearly 100 
countries. All Falun Gong teachings 
are available to read or do'l.vnload free 
online. Hard copies can be purchased 
at Tianti Books or borro'\ved from 
public libraries around the world. 

Fah.m Gong does not maintain any 
men1bership. There is nothing to join. 

ONG 
N o one \Vill ever ask you for dona-
tions or to pay for any public events. 
The practice is open to all people, of 
all races, colors, creeds and socio-eco-
nomic backgrounds. 

Many helpfttl free resotirces 
available online. 
FalunDafa.org provides a wealth 
of inforn1ation about the practice, 
'1.vhere and ho\v to learn it, and is 
the official source of all of the free 
resources available (mcluding books, 
audio and video lecture series, music, 
practice site locations and more). 

Visit FalunDafa.org 

"The book Zhuan Falun by Mr. Li Hongzhi is 
the most comprehensive and essential set of 
teachings in the practice. Falun Gong is an in-
troductory text recommended for beginners. 
These and other works have been translated 
into 38 languages. 

All of Mr. Li's writings, as well as video in-
structions of Falun Dafa's exercises, can be 
downlaoded for free at http://www.FalunDafa. 
org. Books can also be purchased online by 
visiting httP'J/WW\v.TiantiBooks.org. 

Falun Gong is always taught free of charge by volunteers. It has no system 
of membership or initiation processes, and no rituals or obligations. To 
find a practiai site near you, visit http://wmv.FalunDafa.org 

The Five Exercises 

1 Bt1ddha Sho,ving a 
Thot1sand Hands 
Using gentle stretching move-
ments, the first exercise 
opens all of the body's energy 
channels, creating a po\verful 
energy field 

• 

2 Faltin Standing 
Stance 
Comprised of four still posi-
tions that can be held for sev-
eral minutes each, the second 
exercise boosts energy levels 
and awakens wisdom 

5 Srengthening 
Divit1e Powers 
A meditation that incorporates 
special mudra and hand posi-
tions to refine body and mind, 
the fifth exercise strengthens 
higher abilities and energy 

3 Penetrating the 
Two Extremes 
With its gentle hand-gliding 
movements, the third exercise 
purifies the body using energy 
fro m the Cosmos 

L earn the exercises 
l\!Iany people choose to learn the e."l:ercises first. That 's a great 
place to start and you c:u1 do it free of charge at any practice site 
'\vorlmvide. They are typically located in public parks, on uni-
versity campuses, or in other convenient spots. Find one near 
you at FalunDafa.org. 

Read the teachings 
Others choose to dive in and read the teachings. This is also a 
great \vay to start. The book Falun Gong is relatively short and 
presents the teachings in an introductory manner. The book 

4 Faltin Heavenly 
Circuit 
By gently tracing the hands 
over the body, front and back, 
the fourth exercise rectifies 
abnormal conditions in the 
body and circulates energy 

Ziman Falun is more comprehensive. Pick 'l.vhichever appeals to 
you. Prepare to be challenged and you just might find the an-
swers you've been looking for! 

Attend a Nine-Day Lecture Series 
Tius is a great way to e."l:perience the teachings :u1d learn the 
exercises in a systematic and comprehensive fasllion. Jvfeet for 
about 2 hours on nine days in succession. Lecture series are 
offered periodically in many cities. Check with local contacts 
found on FalunDafa.org to find one near you. Tiru1ti Books lo-
cations also offer lecture series on a regular basis. 
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EALTH ENE FITS 

Falun Gong renews health for millions 

W hy did Falun Gong become so popular in China? Because 
it \vorks! People can1e to it looking for a "\vay to improve 

the.ir health, and that's exactly what they experienced. 
"Chinese people are by nature practical," says Zhao l\iling, a 

native of Beijing, \vho no\v lives in New York. " If something 
works, they'll hear about it and give it a try. I f it doesn't "\vork, 
they'll drop it." Zhao witnessed Falun Gong's growth in Cllina 
up close, p racticing it in the park at llis university. 
"They've learned a lot of harsh lessons under communisrn 

about blind faith in leaders, or ideologies. It's made thetn rnore 
practical., more discerning." 

"Falun Gong became 
popular because of 
its effectiveness;' 
Zhao Ming 

By the nlid-1990s, in most 
every park across China, Falun 
Gong practitioners could be 
found performing their trade-
n1ark blend of gentle, rhythmic 
qigong exercises and 1nedita-. 
t!On . 
"People found that Falun 

Gong"\vorked, and \vorked \vell," Zhao explains. 
People reported eve1ydling from better sleep and less stress 

to increased energy, better rnoods, better digestion, and even re-

Christy used to suffer from cystic ovar-
ian disease, but shortly after she began 
to practice Falun Gong, she became preg-
nant. Her daughter is now five years old. 

One Person's Story 

F or Carrie Dobson, simply climbing out of bed used to 
be a struggle-much less getting dressed or making it 

through the day. Half her body had lost sensation. 
The Pennsylvania "\voman's life "\Vas being defined by a 

condition she had never even heard of: Lyine disease. For 
10 years the rare, fibrornyalgia-like disease had grown pro-
gressively \Vorse, to the point of being crippling. 
" I "\vould have paid anything, or traveled an}1'"\Vhere, to 

get \Vell. I \Vas desperate;' she recalls. 
But as fate would have it, Dobson's solution \Vas waiting 

for her in a local park, and it didn't cost a cent. 

covery from chronic diseases. And they told their friends, 
and their fa1nilies and their neighbors ... 

Word of Falun Gong's benefits traveled fast in China, 
and the number of people practicing it gre"\v very rapidly, 
mostly by"\vord of nlouth. By 1999, as many as 100 nlillion 
people in China \Vere practicing Falun Gong. 

In a survey of over 12,000 Falun Gong practitione.rs in 
Beijing, 83.4°/o of respondents said they had recovered sig-
nificantly from their health problems after taking up the . practice. 

Chinese government officials recognized these benefits. 
One official from the State Sports Commission declared 
that Falun D afa "can save each person 1,000 yuan in an-
nual medical fees. If 100 million people are practicing, 
that's 100 billion yuan saved per year." 
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At tl1e recommendation of a Chinese fi'iend, Dobson 
began practicing Falun Gong. In a matter of \veeks, she 
had her life back. 
"Falun Gong was \Vhat did it," says the 56-year old flight 

instructor, looking a decade younger than her years. " It's 
all about improving one's mind and body," she says. 
"TI1e teachings guide you in tiuthfulness, compassion, 

and tolerance. The exercises bring in the health benefits." 
Today, some twelve years later, Dobson remains cured 

of Lyn1e disease, healthier- and happier- than ever. 



ERSECUTED FOR 
HEIR ELIEFS 

·-
By the mid-1990s, Falun Gong exercise sites like this one in Guangzhou (Above) and in Morning practice in Chengdu. central China (Below) \¥ere a 
common site throughout China. 

Nearly 1in10 Chinese people had taken up Falun Gong 

fter having been trans1nitted through the generations in China, 
Falun Gong was first publicly introduced in 1992 in Northeastern 
Cllina. Its teachings \Vere con1piled in written form, and its practice 

methods made accessible to the nlasses. 
Unlike the many qigong practices that emphasized the use of exe.rcises 

and n1editation to attain better health, Falun Gong placed central en1-
phasis on the nurturing of virtue, co1nbining the cultivation of mind and 
body. It offered a return to the values and aspirations that underpinned 
traditional Chinese culture, and soon became the fastest-gro\ving and 
most popular practice of its kind, gro\ving 1nostly by word of mouth. 

rreste ' orture ' 
and e 

Fahm Gong \Vas e..-..tren1ely popular in 
the nlid-1990s, and the nun1ber of 

people practicing was gro\ving e..'\.'Ponen-
tially. According to Cllinese government 
estinlates, 80 - 100 million people had 
taken up the practice by 1998, with the 
number increasing by thousru1ds each 
day. 

Despite the mruiy benefits Fahm Gong 
brought to Oiina ru1d its people, top-lev-
el. Party officials feared it. Falun Gong 
practitioners outnu1nbered the 65-nlll-
lion Party members by a sizeable margin, 
ru1d leaders increasingly perceived Falun 
Gong as a threat. So they set out to crush . lt. 

As early as 1996, Falun Gong books 
were banned from publication, and the 
first article criticizing Falun Gong \Vas 
published in a major state-run ne\vspape.r. 

By 1998 and 1999, the police \Vere dis-
1upcing group e..-..ercise sessions in parks. 
Propagruida attacks smearing Falun 
Gong in the state-run media increased. 

On ]lme 10, 1999, President Jiang Z e-
1nli1 established the 610 Office, a nation-
\vide police agency with special authority 
over all levels of la\v e11forcen1ent, gov-
ern1nent and the cou1ts, to spearhead the 
persecution of Falun Gong. 

On July 20, 1999, the police conducted 
s\veeping arrests of coordinators of Fae 
llu1 Gong e..-..ercise sites. On July 22 an 
all-out media blitz was launched against 
Fahm Gong and the practice \Vas offi-
cially declared banned. Since that time, 
the pe.rsecution has continued lUlabated, 
regardless of the fact that no actual la:1.v 
exists that establishes the ban or allo\vs 
the persecution. 

Nearly 4,000 practitioners are con-
firmed dead as a result of the pe.rsecution, 
\vith an additional ten times that nlunber 
believed killed in organ hru-vesting atroc-
ities. Tens of thousands have been in1-
properly arrested, detained ru1d tortu.red. 
Countless fa1nilies have been tom apart 
as Pai'ty officials coerce fa1nily members 
to turn against their loved ones \'irho 
practice Falun Gong. 

Why? Simply because Falun Gong ad-
herents refuse to renolu1ce tlieir spiritual 
beliefs! 
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12 Persecuted for Their Beliefs 
-

-• , I 

Peaceful demonstration? Or "laying siege to the Central Government Com-
pound"? Communist authorities portrayed it as the latter, turning fact into fiction 
to somehow 'justify" the persecution of Falun Gong in the minds of the public. 

Propaganda as a 
Tool of Repression 

Propaganda is at the foundation of all of the Party's efforts to eradi-
cate Falun Gong. Before it could imprison hundreds of thousands 

and inflict torture and death on innocent people, the regime needed 
to tum public opinion against Falun Gong. It needed to convince 
China's 1.3 billion people that their friends, neighbors, and family 
members who practiced Falun Gong were dangerous and undeserv-
ing of sympathy or compassion. Hitler did much the same in setting 
the stage for the holocaust 

Thus in July 1999, the Party leadership initiated the largest cam-
paign of propaganda since the Cultural Revolution, and censored any 
views or information that would challenge them. The Wall Street 
Journal declared "Beijing has ratcheted up the campaign to a fever 
pitch, bombarding citizens \vith an old, communist-style propagan-
da war." One international observer called it "the most extreme, and 
totally unjustified, campaign of unmitigated hatred that I have ever 
·witnessed." 

Here are three of the biggest propaganda ploys used: 

Peacefttl Deinonstration Portrayed 
as a "Siege of the Govenunent" 
On April 25, 1999, some 10,000 practitioners quietly demonstrated 
in Beijing, asking tliat the law reaffirm their right to practice Falun 
Gong and that a number of practitioners detained by police in nearby 
Tianjin be released. The assembled stood in orderly rows on the side-
v.ialk Some meditated, and others read or chatted quietly. It was the 
most peaceful demonstration of its size in modern Chinese history. 

The 10,000 left peacefully later that day, after then-Chinese Pre-

mier Zhu Rongji met with Falun Gong representatives. Zhu agreed 
to release the Tianjin practitioners and gave assurances that the gov-
ernment did not oppose Falun Gong. But Party chief Jiang Zemin 
had other plans. He ordered the 1iation's propaganda apparatus to 
re-cast the demonstration as "a siege of the Central Government 
Compound," and was thereby able to use it as a pretext to launch a 
full-scale suppression of Falun Gong. 

Btrrned Alive on 
Tiananmen Sqt1are 
On January 23, 2001, five 
people set themselves on 
fire in Beijing's Tiananmen 
Square. Within hours, Oli-
na's state-run media were 
claiming they were Falun 
Gong practitioners, and for 
weeks thereafter, the air-
waves were filled with grisly 
images of the victims. Pub-
lic opinion turned decisively 
against Faltm Gong, and 

This is what millions of Chinese 
have seen on TV countless times, a 
fiery hoax contrived to turn public 
opinion against Falun Gong. 

incidents of torture and violence against practitioners escalated dra-
matically. 

Of course there were holes in the official story, and a wealth of evi-
dence emerged showing that the incident was staged, that the victims 
were actors, and that the Communist Party was bellind the horrific 
scam. Nevertheless, t1lls event turned out to be perhaps the most ef-
fective tool tlie regime ever came up with in its Falun Gong smear 
campaign, and countless Ollnese still believe the lies they've been 
told. 

To learn more, and to see the Party's video "evidence" of the 
self-immolation debunked step by step, visit \vww.falsefire.com 

Faltin Gong 
Said to be 

"Responsible for 
1,400 Deatl1s" 
In the 1990s, millions of peo-
ple took up Falun Gong as 
ne\vs of its dramatic health 
benefits spread by v.10rd of 
moutl1. Government agen-
cies, including state media 
and the National Sports 
Commission, fueled Falun 
Gong's rapid expansion by 
touting its positive impact on 

Public book and material burnings 
like this one were common in 1999. 
Homes of practitioners were ran-
sacked and their owners were tar-
geted for harassment and arrest. 

healtl1. So when the Party announced it was going to crush Falun 
Gong in 1999, it had a lot of explaining to do. 

State-run media began claiming that Falun Gong had "led to more 
than 1,400 deaths." A media onslaught featuring horrific images and 
emotional stories drove the message home. Of course, the Party never 
furnished evidence to support tl1ese claims and blocked independent 
attempts to investigate. In the end, it turned out that the stories were 
mostly fabricated; some of tl1ose purported to have died never existed. 

"[The European Par-
liament] expresses 
its deep concern 
over the persistent 
and credible reports 

of systematic, state-sanctioned organ 
harvesting from non-consenting pris-
oners of conscience in the People's 
Republic of China, including from large 
numbers of Falun Gong practitioners 
imprisoned for their religious beliefs 
EU Parliament Resolution Passed on Decem-
ber 11, 2013 

Organ "Donor" 
Selection 

Falun Gong detainees 
undergo routine blood 

tests and physical 
exams to determine 

their suitability as 
involuntary o rgan 

donors. 

Living Organ Bank 
Blood type and tissue 

details are fed into a 
China-wide database 

of candidates for 
organ harvesting. 

Prisons & Labor 
Camps 

PersecL1ted for Their Beliefs 

"We urge the United States 
government and the U.S. 
President to investigate 
organ transplants in Chi-

na and take all reasonable 
steps to bring an end to the 

revolting practice of harvesting or-
gans from living Falun Gong practi-
tioners for transplants." 
Resolution HR730 passed on February 
26, 2014, in the State of Illinois House of 
Representatives 
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"If you're going to go to Chi-
na and you're going to get a 
liver transplant, during the 
three weeks you are there, 
then that means someone 
is going to go schedule an 

execution ... It's killing on demand." 
Dr. Arthur L Caplan, Director of Medi-
cal Ethics, New York University Langone 
i\lledical Center 

• arvest1n,.... 

The Chinese Communist Party's nation-
wide persecution of Falun Gong has 

made Falun Gong practitioners the primary 
targets for organ harvesting in China. 

In Two 
Weeks 

Hospitals Receive 
Organ Transplant 
Orders 

Organ Transplant 
Surgery 
Scheduled 

Hospitals 



Lotus flowers symbolize hope, good fortune, and the rewards of successfully rising above the chal-
lenges that life presents. 

Falun Gong practitioners host art 
shows, participate in music and 

dance events, parades and 
community events of var-

ious kinds. The 
beauty and 

goodness that 
comes from 
cu ltivatlng 
their inner 
selves shines 
through in 
their art. en-

riching the 
lives of all they 

touch. 



I I~ 
INTERNATIONAL~ 

Falun Gong is practiced around the world by people of all ages and from all walks of life. 

M.inghui is a volunteer organization ded-
icated to reporting on the Falun Gong 
community worldwide, 'vith an emphasis 
on collecting and publishing report.<> from 
China. Every day, M inghui.org receives 
scores of firsthand accounts, providing a 
t imely and direct window into the lives 
of Falun Gong practitioners around the 

Copyright Minghui.org 

world. The \vebsite also serves as a cen-
t ral communication hub for practitioners 
to share insights and ideas, expose the 
persecution, and comment on its ram-
ifications. Minghui operates in over 15 
languages. 

Visit us at en.Minghui.org. 

Four Easy Ways You Can 
Help Stop the Persecution 

Visit Minghui.org 

· Give this paper to someone 
you know. 

· Tell your friends about \vhat 
you read here. 

· Call your elected officials 
and tell them to take a stand. 

· Sign a petition at fofg.org 
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A. Introduction 

The Coalition to Investigate the Persecution of the Falun Gong in China (CIPFG), has asked us 

to investigate allegations of organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners in China. The coalition 

is a non-governmental organization registered in Washington, D.C., U.S.A. with a branch in 

Ottawa, Canada. The request came formally by letter dated May 24, 2006 attached as an 

appendix to this report. 

The request was to investigate allegations that state institutions and employees of the 

government of the People's Republic of China have been harvesting organs from live Falun 

Gong practitioners, killing the practitioners in the process. In light of the seriousness of the 

allegations as well as our own commitment to respect for human rights, we accepted the 

request. 

David Matas is an immigration, refugee and international human rights lawyer in private practice 

in Winnipeg. He is actively involved in the promotion of respect for human rights as an author, 

speaker and participant in several human rights non-governmental organizations. 

David Kilgour is a former member of Parliament and a former Secretary of State of the 

Government of Canada for the Asia Pacific region. Before he became a parliamentarian, he was 

a Crown prosecutor. The biographies of both authors are attached as appendices to this report. 

B. The Allegation 

It is alleged that Falun Gong practitioners are victims of live organ harvesting throughout China. 

The allegation is that organ harvesting is inflicted on unwilling Falun Gong practitioners at a 

wide variety of locations, pursuant to a systematic policy, in large numbers. 

Organ harvesting is a step in organ transplants. The purpose of organ harvesting is to provide 

organs for transplants. Transplants do not necessarily have to take place in the same place as 

the location of the organ harvesting. The two locations are often different; organs harvested in 
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one place are shipped to another place transplanting. 

The is further 

alive. 

immediately thereafter.. These operations are ITIUrder. 

Finally, we are told that the practitioners killed in this way are t 1 .en cremated. There is no 

corpse left to exami:ie to identify as the source of an organ transplant. 

. Working Methods 

We conducted our investigation independently from the Coalition to Investigate the Persecution 

of the Falun Gong in China, the Falun Dafa Association, any other organization, and any 

government. We sought to go to China unsuccessfully, but would be willing to go even 

subsequently to pursue the investigation. 

When we began our work, we had no views whether the allegations were true or untrue. The 

allegations were so shocking that they are almost impossible to believe. We would have much 

rather found the allegations to be untrue than to be true. The allegations, if true, repres~nt a 

disgusting form of evil which, despite all the depravities humanity has seen, are new to this 

planet. The very horror made us reel back in disbelief. But that disbelief does not mean that 

the allegations are untrue. 

We were well aware of the statement of U Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter 1943 to a 

Polish diplomat in reaction to being told by Jan Karski about the Holocaust. Frankfurter said: 

"I did not say that this young man was lying. I said that I was unable to believe what he 

told me. There is a difference." 

After the Holocaust, it is impossible to rule out any form of depravity. Whether an alleged evil 

has been perpetrated can be determined only by considering the facts. 

After the first version of our report was released, on July 2006 in Ottawa, we travelled 
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extensively, publicising the report and promoting its recommendations. In the course of our 

travels, and as a result of the publicity surrounding the first version, we acquired substantial 

additional information. This second version incorporates this new information. 

Nothing we subsequently discovered shook our conviction in our original conclusions. But much 

which we later discovered reinforced it. This version presents, we believe, an even more 

compelling case for our conclusions than the first version did. 

D. Difficulties of Proof 

The allegations, by their very nature, are difficult either to prove or disprove. The best evidence 

for proving any allegation is eye witness evidence. Yet for this alleged crime, there is unlikely to 

be any eye witness evidence. 

The people present at the scene of organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners, if it does 

occur, are either perpetrators or victims. There are no bystanders. Because the victims, 

according to the allegation, are murdered and cremated, there is no body to be found, no 

autopsy to be conducted. There are no surviving victims to tell what happened to them. 

Perpetrators are unlikely to confess to what would be, if they occurred, crimes against 

humanity. Nonetheless, though we did not get full scale confessions, we garnered a surprising 

number of admissions through investigator phone calls. 

The scene of the crime, if the crime has occurred, leaves no traces. Once an organ harvesting 

is completed, the operating room in which it takes place looks like any other empty operating 

room. 

The clampdown on human rights reporting in China makes assessment of the allegations 

difficult. China, regrettably, represses human rights reporters and defenders. There is no 

freedom of expression. Those reporting on human rights violations from within China are often 

jailed and sometimes charged with communicating state secrets. In this context, the silence of 

human rights non-·governmental organizations on organ harvesting of unwilling Falun Gong 

practitioners tells us nothing. 

-- 3 --
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The International Committee of the Red is not allowed to visit prisoners in China. Nor is 

organization concerned with human rights prisoners. a 
avenue evidence. 

China has no access to information legislation. It is impossible to from the Government 

China basic information about organ transplants - how many transplants there are, what is 

source of the organs, how much is paid for transplants or where that money is spent. 

We did seek to visit China for this report. Our efforts went nowhere. We asked in writing for a 

meeting with the embrissy to discuss terms of entry. Our letter is attached as an appendix to 

this report. Our request for a meeting was accepted. But the person who met with David 

Kilgour was interested only in denying the allegations and not in arranging for our visit. 

E. Methods of Proof 

We have had to look at a number of factors, to determine whether they present a picture, all 

together, which make the allegations either true or untrue. None of these elements on its own 

either establishes or disproves the allegations. Together, they paint a picture. 

Many of the pieces of evidence we considered, in themselves, do not constitute ironclad proof of 

the allegation. But their non-existence might well have constituted disproof. The combination 

of these factors, particularly when there are so many of them, has the effect of making the 

allegations believable, even when any one of them in isolation might not do so. Where every 

possible element of disproof we could identify fails to disprove the allegations, the likelihood of 

the allegations being true becomes substantial. 

Proof can be either inductive or deductive. Criminal investigation normally works deductively, 

stringing together individual pieces of evidence into a coherent whole. The limitations our 

investigation faced placed severe constraints in this deductive method. Some elements from 

which we could deduce what was happening were 1 11onetheless1 available1 in particular, the 

investigator phone calls. 
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We also used inductive reasoning, working backwards as well as forwards. If the allegations 

were not true, how would we know it was not true? If the allegations were true, what facts 

would be consistent with those allegations? What would explain the reality of the allegations, if 

the allegations were real? Answers to those sorts of questions helped us to form our 

conclusions. 

We also considered prevention. What are the safeguards that would prevent this sort of activity 

from happening? If precautions are in place, we could conclude that it is less likely that the 

activity is happening. If they are not in place, then the possibility that the activity is happening 

increases. 

an IS 

1) Human rights violations 

China violates human rights in a variety of ways. These violations are chronic and serious. 

Besides Falun Gong, other prime targets of human rights violations are Tibetans, Christians, 

Uighurs, democracy activists and human rights defenders. Rule of Law mechanisms in place to 

prevent human rights violations, such as an independent judiciary, access to counsel on 

detention, habeas corpus, the right to public trial, are absent in China. China, according to its 

constitution, is ruled by the Communist Party. It is not ruled by law. 

Communist China has had a history of massive, jaw dropping cruelty towards its own citizens. 

The Communist regime hci::> killed more innocents than Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia 

combined 1
. Girl children are killed, abandoned and neglected in massive numbers. Torture is 

widespread. The death penalty is both extensive and arbitrary. China executes more people 

than all other countries combined. Religious belief is suppressed 2
• 

1 The n!ock 8ook o/( '01111111111is111_ l larvarcl llnivcrsily Press ( 1999) Jung Chand and Jon I lalliday Mun: The 
U11knm1•11 Stor)', KnopC 200'.'i. 
'Sec Amnesty l11lcrnalio1ial a11d I lu1rnu1 Rights Watch a1111ual reports for Cl1im1. 
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This pattern of human rights violations, like many other factors, does not in itself prove 

allegations. But it removes an element of disproof. It is impossible to say of these allegations 

that it is out of step with an overall pattern of respect for human rights in China. While the 

allegations, in themselves, are surprising, they are less surprising with a country that has the 

human rights record China does than they would be for many other countries. 

When there are so many violations of human rights in China, it is invidious to point to only one 

victim. We nonetheless draw the attention to the victimization of human rights lawyer Gao 

Zhisheng as an ex2mple or a case study. It was Gao who wrote to us last summer, inviting us 

to come to China to investigate the stealing of vital organs from Falun Gong prisoners of 

conscience. No visa was subsequently issued by its embassy in Ottawa to do so; he was 

detained not long afterwards. 

Gao wrote three open letters to President Hu and other leaders, protesting a range of abuses 

against the Falun Gong, including specific cases of torture and murder. Gao also wrote about 

and condemned the extraction and sale of organs from Falun Gong practitioners. He expressed 

his willingness to join the Coalition to Investigate Organ Harvesting from Still Alive People3
. 

He was convicted of inciting subversion and on December 2, 2006 given a three-year prison 

sentence. His removal to custody, however, was suspended for five years; his political rights 

were removed for a year by the Beijing court. This repression of someone whose only concern 

is respect for human rights in general and the persecution of Falun Gong practitioners in 

particular in itself reinforces his concerns and ours. 

The International Olympic Committee, in 2001, awarded Beijing the 2008 Olympics. Liu 

Jingmin, Vice President of the Beijing Olympic Bid, in April 2001, said: "By allowing Beijing to 

host the Games you will help the development of human rights." 

Yet, the result has been just the opposite. Amnesty International, in a statement released 

3 "The CCP Should Be Condemned for Criminalizing Gao Zhisheng for Writing to The Epoch Times" The Epoch 
Times, December 24, 2006 
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September 21, 2006 said: 

"In its latest assessment of the Chinese government's performance in four benchmark 

areas of human rights ahead of the Olympics, Amnesty International found that its 

overall record remained poor. There has been some progress in reforming the death 

penalty system, but in other crucial areas the government's human rights record has 

deteriorated." 

The international community, by carrying on with the Olympics in Beijing despite the 

deterioration of human rights in China in crucial areas, sends to China a message of impunity. 

The impression China must get is that it does not matter how much it violates human rights; the 

international community seems not to care. 

2) Health financing 

When China moved from a socialist to a market economy, the health system was part of the 

shift From 1980, China began withdrawing government funds from the health sector, 

expecting the health system to make up the difference through charges to consumers of health 

services. Since 1980, government spending dropped from 36% of all health care expenditure to 

17%, while patients' out-of-pocket spending rocketed up from 20% to 59%. 4 A World Bank 

study reports that reductions in public health coverage were worsened by increases in cost by 

the private sector5
. 

According to cardiovascular doctor Hu Weimin, the state funding for the hospital where he 

works is not enough to even cover staff salaries for one month. He stated: "Under the current 

system, hospitals have to chase profit to survive." Human Rights in China reports: "Rural 

hospitals [have had] to invent ways to make money to generate sufficient revenue". 6 

for a source funding, a way to their doors 

to 

to a 

; "The h price or illness iii China". Louisa Lim .. llHC i\lcws. 2006/03/02 
'"l'ublic I lea Ith in ( 'hina: Oq.~a11i1alirnL hrnrnc and Dclivc1·y of' Services". July 27. 2005. Jeffrey P. Koplan 
,, "lrnplc111c11laliun or the lnlernational Covc11anl Oil h:onurnic Social a11d Cul turn IR in the l'coplc's Republic or 
( 'hina". 
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organs from prisoners who would be executed anyways was acceptable and second to a desire 

not to question too closely whether the donors wheeled in by the authorities really were 

prisoners sentenced to death. 

3) Army financi 

The military, like the health system, has gone from public financing to private enterprise. The 

military in China is a conglomerate business. This business is not corruption, a deviation from 

state policy. It is state sanctioned, an approved means of raising money for military activities. 

In 1985, then President Deng Xiaoping issued a directive allowing the People's Liberation Army 

units to earn money to make up the shortfall in their declining budgets. 

Many of the transplant centres and general hospitals in China are military institutions, financed 

by organ transplant recipients. Military hospitals operate independently from the Ministry of 

Health. The financing they earn from organ transplants does more than pay the costs of these 

facilities. The money is used to finance the overall military budget. 

There is, for instance, the Organ Transplant Center of the Armed Police General Hospital in 

Beijing. This hospital boldly states: 

"Our Organ Transplant Center is our main department for making money. Its gross 

income in 2003 was 16,070,000 yuan. From January to June of 2004 income was 

13,570,000 yuan. This year (2004) there is a chance to break through 30,000,000 

yuan." 7 

Military involvement in organ harvesting extends into civilian hospitals. Recipients often tell us 

that, even when they receive transplants in civilian hospitals, those conducting the operation are 

military personnel. 

Here is one example. When we were in Asia promoting our report, we met a man who in 2003 

7 <http://www.309yizhi.com/wcbapp/ecntcr/intrn.jsp> This page wa::; available in early July, 2006 and hm; been 
removed afterwards. The archived page is at 
Ii ttp ://me! 1 i vc .cdoors.con 1/rc11dcr. php'! uri h ttp'Yti.l !\ 'l'o21'"%21 · www .J09y izh i .com%2 hvcbapp%:21:cc11tcr%2 Fi ntro.jsp&x O& y 0. 
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flew to Shanghai to obtain a new kidney for the $20,000 USD price negotiated before his 

departure. He was admitted to the No 1 Peoples' Hospital-a civilian facility-and during the 

ensuing two weeks four kidneys were brought for testing against his blood and other factors. 

None proved compatible because of his anti-bodies; all were taken away. 

He subsequently went to his home country, returning to the hospital about two months later. 

Another four kidneys were similarly tested; when the eighth proved compatible, the transplant 

operation was successfully completed. His eight days of convalescence was done at No 85 

hospital of the Peoples' Liberation Army. His surgeon was Dr. Tan Jianming of the Nanjing 

military region, who wore his army uniform at times in the civilian hospital. 

Tan carried sheets of paper containing lists of prospective "donors", based on various tissue and 

blood characteristics, from which he would select names. The doctor was observed at various 

times to leave the hospital in uniform and return 2-3 hours later with containers bearing 

kidneys. Dr. Tan told the recipient that the eighth kidney came from an executed prisoner. 

The military have access to prisons and prisoners. Their operations are even more secretive 

than those of the civilian government. They are impervious to the rule of law. 

4) Corruption 

Corruption is a major problem across China. State institutions are sometimes run for the benefit 

of those in charge of them rather than for the benefit of the people. Occasionally, China 

engages in "Strike Hard" against corruption. 

But, in the absence of rule of law and democracy, where secrecy holds sway and public 

accounting of public funds is absent, these anti-corruption campaigns seem to be more power 

struggles than true anti-corruption drives. They are attempts to placate public concern about: 

corruption, politicized public relations drives. 

The of or<;:Jans is a money driven problem. that is different from saying that it is a 

corruption problem. The sale of organs from unwilling donors combines hatred with greed. A 

state policy of persecution is out in a financially profitable way. 
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Former Chinese president Deng Xiaoping said: "To get rich is glorious". He did not say that 

some ways of getting rich are shameful. 

Profiteering hospitals take advantage of a defenceless captive prison population in their regions. 

The people are in prison without rights, at the disposition of the authorities. The incitement to 

hatred against prisoners and their dehumanization means that they can be butchered and killed 

without qualms by those who buy into this official hate propaganda. 

b) Considerations specific to organ harvesting 

5) Technological development 

Albert Einstein wrote: 

"The release of atom power has changed everything except our way of thinking ... the 

solution to this problem lies in the heart of mankind. If only I had known, I should have 

become a watchmaker." 

Technological developments do not change human nature. But they do change the ability to 

inflict harm. 

The development of transplant surgery has done much to improve the ability of humanity to 

cope with failing organs. But these developments in transplant surgery have not changed our 

way of thinking. 

There is a tendency to think of any new medical development as a benefit to humanity. That is 

certainly the intent of its developers. But medical research, no matter how far advanced, comes 

face to face with the same old capacity for good and evil. 

More advanced techniques in transplant surgery do not mean a more advanced Chinese political 

system. The Chinese Communist system remains. Developments in transplant surgery in China 

fail prey to the cruelty, the corruption, the repression which pervades China. Advances in 

transplant surgery provide new means for old cadres to act out their venality and ideology. 
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We do not suggest that those who developed transplant surgery should instead have become 

watchmakers. We do suggest that we should not be so naive as to think that just because 

transplant surgery was developed to do good, it can do no harm. 

On the contrary, the allegation made against the development of transplant surgery in China, 

that it is being used to harvest organs from unwilling Falun Gong practitioners, would be just 

the acting out, in a new context, of the lesson Albert Einstein was teaching. We have seen 

before that modern technologies developed for the benefit of humanity have been perverted to 

inflict harm. We should not be surprised if this has also happened to transplant surgery. 

6) Treatment of prisoners sentenced to death 

Deputy Health Minister Huang Jiefu, speaking at a conference of surgeons in the southern city 

of Guangzhou in mid November 2006 acknowledged that executed prisoners sentenced to death 

are a source of organ transplants. He said: "Apart from a small portion of traffic victims, most 

of the organs from cadavers are from executed prisoners." Asia News wrote: 

"'Under-the-table business must be banned,' Mr Huang said cognizant that too 

often organs come from non consenting parties and are sold for high fees to 

foreigners." 

China has the death penalty for a large number of offences including strictly political and 

economic crimes where there is no suggestion that the accused has committed a violent act. To 

go from executing no one to killing Falun Gong practitioners for their organs without their 

consent is a large step. To go from executing prisoners sentenced to death for political or 

economic crimes and harvesting their organs without their consent to killing Falun Gong 

practitioners for their organ<: without their consent is a good deal smaller step. 

It would be difficult to believe that a state which killed no one, which had no death penalty, 

which harvested the organs of no one else without their consent, would harvest the organs of 

Falun Gong practitioners without their consent. It is a good deal easier to believe that a state 

which executes prisoners sentenced to death for economic or political crimes and harvests their 

organs without their consent would also kill Falun Gong practitioners for their organs without 
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their consent. 

The Falun Gong constitutes a prison population who the Chinese authorities vilify, dehumanize, 

depersonalize, marginalize even more than executed prisoners sentenced to death for criminal 

offences. Indeed, if one considers only the official rhetoric directed against the two populations, 

it would seem that the Falun Gong would be a target for organ harvesting even before prisoners 

sentenced to death. 

7) Organ donations 

China has no organized system of organ donations. a 9 In this it is unlike every other country 

engaged in organ transplant surgery. Donations from living donors are allowed for family 

members. 

We are told that there is a Chinese cultural aversion to organ donation. Yet, Hong Kong and 

Taiwan, with essentially the same culture, have active organ donation programs. 

The absence of an organ donation system in China tells us two things. One is that organ 

donations are not a plausible source for organ transplants in China. 

Because of the culture aversion to organ donation in China, even an active organ donation 

system would have difficult supplying the volume of transplants now occurring in China. But 

the problem is compounded when there is not even an active effort to encourage donations. 

Donations matter in other countries because donations are the primary source of organs for 

transplants. We can conclude that from the absence of a serious effort to encourage donations 

in China that, for China, donations do not even matter. China has such a plethora of organs 

available for transplants without donations that encouraging organ donations becomes 

superfluous. 

(2006-05-05, China Daily) Lnglish 
Archived page: 
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The absence of a serious effort to encourage organ donations in combination with short waiting 

times for transplant surgery in China and the large volume of transplants tells us that China is 

awash in living organs for transplant; people the authorities have ready on hand to be killed for 

their organs for transplants. That reality does nothing to dispel the allegation of organ 

harvesting of unwilling Falun Gong practitioners. 

8) Waiting times 

Hospital web sites in China advertise short waiting times for organ transplants. Transplants of 

long dead donors are not viable because of organ deterioration after death. If we take these 

hospital's self-promotions at face value, they tell us that there are a large number of people 

now alive who are available on demand as sources of organs. 

The waiting times for organ transplants for organ recipients in China are much lower than 

anywhere else. The China International Transplantation Assistant Centre website says, "It may 

take only one week to find out the suitable (kidney) donor, the maximum time being one 

month ... " 1°. It goes further, "If something wrong with the donor's organ happens, the patient 

will have the option to be offered another organ donor and have the operation again in one 

week." 1 1 The site of the Oriental Organ Transplant Centre in early April, 2006, claimed that 

"the average waiting time (for a suitable liver) is 2 weeks." i? The website of the Changzheng 

Hospital in Shanghai says: " ... the average waiting time for a liver supply is one week among all 

the patients". 1. 
3 

In contrast, the median waiting time in Canada for a kidney was 32.5 months in 2003 and in 

--------·--------·---·-·--··---·--------· ----
9 btlp://\V\Vv\IJt·,1110D11ntnti91Lc2rg.c;11~ht.ml/2.Q()_(J_~_()ifj4(l},l1tn1I Life weekly, 2006-04-07 Archived page: 
hltp:f/<1r<;l1jyc;.c:dcJcHs.com/rcndcr.php'1uri hllJ1'Yt1J;\'Yc,:z,1:%:2Ev\lv\IWJrnnspJa_1_1t<11ion.01.·g'.c;n'Yt>2fhtrnJcyo:2F2()0(1~ 

04%2F4(i7.hlml 
10 h llp://ccn;:c111kiishok.u.corn/lisl/qa}.h tn1,1\ rch iv eel page: 
h tlp:/ /arch .cdoorn.corn/re1l(kr.php'.1uri ishoku.corn'%2 I· I IL 
11 http://c·n.1.oukiishoku.corn/list/volu11lecr.hlrn Archived al: 
iillp:/iill'CI\ i IT.cdoo1·s.co111/rcmlc1·. plip'!u1·i l1 llp%J ;\ o.;,', ( "1

.;,:11:c11./0llki 
12 The front page has been altered. The archived page is al: 
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British Columbia it was even longer at 52.5 months. 1 
'i The survival period for a kidney is 

between 24-48 hours and a liver about 12 hours.',, The presence of a large bank of living 

kidney-liver "donors" must be the only way China's transplant centres can assure such short 

waits to customers. The astonishingly short waiting times advertised for perfectly-matched 

organs would suggest the existence of a large bank of live prospective 'donors'. 

9) Incriminating Information on Websites 

Some of the material available on the websites of various transplant centres in China before 

March 9, 2006 (when allegations about large-scale organ seizures resurfaced in Canadian and 

other world media) is also inculpatory. Understandably, a good deal of it has since been 

removed. So these comments will refer only to sites that can still be found at archived locations, 

with the site locations being identified either in the comments or as footnotes. A surprising 

amount of self-accusatory material was still available as of the final week of June, 2006 to web 

browsers. We list here only four examples: 

(1) China International Transplantation Network Assistance Centre Website 

(http://en.zoukiishoku.com/) 

(Shenyang City) 

This website as of May 17, 2006 indicated in the English version (the Mandarin one evidently 

disappeared after March 9) that the centre was established in 2003 at the First Affiliated 

Hospital of China Medical University " ... specifically for foreign friends. Most of the patients are 

from all over the world." The opening sentence of the site 1 ''introduction declares that "Viscera 

(one dictionary definition: "soft interior organs ... including the brain, lungs, heart etc") providers 

can be found immediately!" On another page 1 / on the same site is this statement: " ... the 

number of kidney transplant operations is at least 5,000 every year all over the country. So 

14 Canadian Organ Replacement Register, Canadian Institute for I I ea Ith In formation, 
( h ltp://www .c i hi .ca/c i hi vveh/c:nl<J<}>v11l<111ds/CC)RR~( July 2005 
15 Donor Matching System, The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN) 
htlp:/{1vw1v,opt11.org/aboL1t/transpla11tatio11/nrnlt;l1ingPmcess.asp 

1 <' The original page has been altered. Older versions can still be found at Internet Archive: 
I I /http://en.;,oukiishoku.com/ 
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many transplantation operations are owing to the support of the Chinese government The 

supreme demotic court, supreme demotic law ··· officer, police, judiciary, department of health 

and civil administration have enacted a law together to make sure that organ donations are 

supported by the government. This is unique in the world." 

In the 'question and answer' section of the site are found: 

"Before the living kidney transplantation, we will ensure the donor's renal function .. .So it is 

more safe than in other countries, where the organ is not from a living donor." 1 e 

. "Q: Are the organs for the pancreas transplant(ed) from brain death (sic) (dead) patients?" 

"A: Our organs do not come from brain death victims because the state of the organ may 

not be good." 1 ') 

(2)0rient Organ Transplant Centre Website 

(http://www.ootc.net) 

(Tianjin City) 

On a page we were informed was removed in mid-April (but can still be located as an archive 

12) is the claim that from "January 2005 to now, we have done 647 liver transplants - 12 of 

them done this week; the average waiting time is 2 weeks." A chart also removed about the 

same time (but archive still available;' 0
) indicates that from virtually a standing start in 1998 

(when it managed only 9 liver transplants) by 2005 it had completed fully 2248 21
• 

11 http://c1i.:;:oukiishoku.com/list/facts.htn1 or use archived version al: 
l1llp:/h1rcl1 i vc.cdoors.cornhcmlcr. php'1uri· ht lp'';(,3 i\ %2 I '"1;,2Fcn.zoukiishoku .com%21:1 ist%2 I: li1cls. l1trn&x 
18 l11tp://rn.:;:oukiishoku.corn/list/qa.hlrn or use archived version: 

IVC 

:11c hi .cdoors. corn:co111,.·11t.'; 
'

1 The Cnrnl page has been altered. /\rchivcd al: 
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In contrast, according to the Canadian Organ Replacement Register 14, the total in Canada for 

all kinds of organ transplants in 2004 was 1773. 

(3) Jiaotong University Hospital Liver Transplant Centre Website 

(http://www. firsthospital .en/hospital/index.asp) 

(Shanghai - This is #5 in the list of telephoned centres) 

In a posting on April 26, 2006, 22 

(http://www.health.sohu.com/20060426/n243015842.shtml), the website says in part: "The 

liver transplant cases (here) are seven in 2001, 53 cases in 2002, 105 cases in 2003, 144 cases 

in 2004, 147 cases in 2005 and 17 cases in January, 2006," . 

(4) Website of Changzheng Hospital Organ Transplant Centre, affiliated with No. 2 Military 

Medical University 

(http://www.transorgan.com/) 

(Shanghai) 

A page was removed after March 9, 2006. (Internet Archive page is available. 71 ) It contains the 

following graph depicting the number of liver transplant each year by this Centre: 

h1112:!LH~vvvJ1 caltl:i, sc~bL1~c;m1_i/) OQ{iJ)1:l'.2(i/11£1,JQl'°~l\!1'.2,~1trnl A re hi v cd at: 
J,1,ttp//<1 rchi vl:scLoQJ'~C'.Q!llfs;llnt'?J1t512l111ltLri ··•·· ht1c:/f.b~~<LLtJ.10sJ_li_11c;c1rn!S'.2!0J!hartidc 1. 5 J 20 .. 15 2sl1t111l 
~.,The URL of the removed page as of March 2005 in the Internet Archive is 
liitu.:f/ w_L'.lJAJt:tilY.e. o 1·g!yy<;[1f2QO 5()11.ZHQ.UJ /hllJ:lli..YY_\:Y_\:YJ rn l},'i()JK'l!LC_Qm61l:i_cJL1LK.)D(J'Q,<lSJl 
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In the "Liver Transplant Application" form ?'
1

, it states on the top, " ... Currently, for the liver 

transplant, the operation fee and the hospitalization expense together is about 200,000 yuan 

($66,667 CND), and the average waiting tirr.e for a liver supply is one week among all the 

patients in our hospital .... " 

10) Donor recipient interviews 

For the first version of our report, we did not have time to engage in donor recipient interviews, 

people who went to China from abroad for transplants. For this version, we engaged in 

extensive interviews of a number of these recipients and their family members. Summaries of 

their experience are attached as an appendix to this report. 

Organ transplant surgery, as described by the recipients and their relatives, is conducted in 

almost total secrecy, as if it were a crime which needed cover up. As much information as 

possible is withheld from the recipients and their families. They are not told the identity of the 

donors. They are never shown written consents from the donors or their families. The identity 

of the operating doctor and support staff are often not disclosed, despite requests for this 

information. Recipients and their families are commonly told the time of the operation only 

shortly before it occurs. Operations sometimes occur in the middle of the night The whole 

24 l1tt12:!/mY.V.\/JH11JO>Qt:g~111,c<JrJ1/J1pply,asp , Archived at : 
hli12:!/111'.cJ1iy<,;,<:Sl.i2ci.r~,~grn{t:<:1lli0:Jilin'Ll!.Li::J11J12'2:i>-16'!::!>.2l''Y.2..~bY.\Y~J!·a1150 rga11 &s21 n 'Yi2 F <~PN.U~flQG'( ~· lj.lky~8. 
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procedure is done on a "don't ask, don't tell" basis. 

When people act as if they have something to hide, it is reasonable to conclude that they have 

something to hide. Since organ sourcing from prisoners sentenced to death is widely known 

and even acknowledged by the Government of China, Chinese transplant hospitals can not be 

trying to hide that. It must be something else. What is it? 

11) The money to be made 

In China, organ transplanting is a very profitable business. We can trace the money of the 

people who pay for organ transplants to specific hospitals which do organ transplants, but we 

can not go further than that. We do not know who gets the money the hospitals receive. Are 

doctors and nurses engaged in criminal organ harvesting paid exorbitant sums for their crimes? 

That was a question it was impossible for us to answer, since we had no way of knowing where 

the money went. 

China International Transplantation Network Assistance Centre Website 

(http://en.zoukiishoku.com/) 

(Shenyang City) 

Before its indicated removal from the site 7
" in April, 2006, the size of the profits for transplants 

was suggested in the following price list: 

Kidney US$62,000 

Liver US$98,000-130,000 

Liver-kidney US$160,000-180,000 

Kidney-pancreas US$150,000 

Lung US$150,000-170,000 

Heart US$130,000-160,000 

Cornea US$30,000 

A standard way of investigating any crime allegation where money changes hands is to follow 

25 Y ct, one can still go to the Internet Archive to find the information on this website from March 2006: 
htlp :/ /archiyc.cdoms.co111/rc11dc1·.php'!ttt:i' [lttp'i'(1}/'\%2['%2Fcn,wukiishoku,c11111'Yo:2Flist%~J 'c1isl,htm·t. &x · .16& y I I 
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the rnoney trail. But for China, its closed doors mean that following the money trail is 

impossible. Not knowing the goes proves nothing. it also disproves nothing, 

including these allegations. 

'1 hinese 

Chinese transplant professionals are not subject to any ethical strictures separate from the laws 

which govern their work. Many other countries have self governing transplant professions with 

their own disciplinary systems. Transplant professionals who violate ethical guidelines can be 

ejected from their profession by their colleagues without any state intervention. 

For transplant professionals in China, we found nothing of the sort. When it comes to 

transplant surgery, as long as the state does not intervene, anything goes. There is no 

independent supervisory body exercising disciplinary control over transplant professionals 

independent of the state. 

The Wild West system of transplant surgery in China makes it easier for abusive practices to 

occur. State involvement and criminal prosecution are inevitably less systematic than 

professional discipline. Because the penalties for criminal prosecution are greater than the 

penalties for professional discipline - potential jail time rather than just barring someone from 

the profession - prosecution cases are more rare than discipline cases. 

The absence of a functioning transplant professional discipline system does not mean that 

abuses are occurring. But it certainly makes it more likely that they will occur. 

13) Foreign transplant ethics 

There are huge gaps in foreign transplant ethics. In many of the countries from which 

transplant tourism to China originates, transplant professionals have organized ethical and 

disciplinary systems. But it is rare for these systems to deal specifically with either transplant 

tourism or contact with Chinese transplant professionals or transplants from executed prisoners. 

The watch words here seem to be "out of sight, out of mind". 
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On transplant tourism, the Professional Code of Conduct of the Medical Council of Hong Kong 

has two principles, in particular, worth emphasizing. One is that, "if there is doubt" as to 

whether the consent is given freely or voluntarily by the donor, the profession should have 

nothing to do with the donation. And, the very least one can say about China, in light of the 

fact that "almost all" transplants come from prisoners, is that there is doubt in almost every 

case whether the consent is given freely or voluntarily by the donor. 

The second is that the onus is on the foreign professionals to ascertain the status of the Chinese 

donor. The foreign professional is not acting ethically as long as he or she makes no inquiries 

or only cursory ones. The foreign professional, after investigation, has to be satisfied beyond 

any doubt before referring a patient to China that consent was given freely or voluntarily by the 

donor. 

The organ harvesting market in China, in order to thrive, requires both a supply and a demand. 

The supply comes from China, from prisoners. But the demand, in large part, in big bucks, 

comes from abroad. 

In an appendix, we present a critical analysis of the ethics of contact with China on transplants. 

The Hong Kong principles are the exception rather than the rule. Global professional ethics do 

little or nothing to staunch the foreign demand for organs from China. 

14) Chinese transplant laws 

Until July lst, 2006, the practice of selling organs in China was legal. A law banning their sale 

came into effect on that date. 

In China there is a huge gap between enacting legislation and enforcing it. To take one 

example, the preamble of the Constitution of China promises for China a "high level" of 

democracy. But, as the Tiananmen square massacre demonstrated, China is not democratic. 

Indeed from what we can tell, the law on organ transplants is not new being enforced. Belgian 

Senator Patrik Vankrunkelsven, in late November 2006, called two different hospitals in Beijing 

pretending to be a customer for a kidney transplant. Both hospitals offered him a kidney on the 
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spot for 50,000 euros. 

/\s noted earlier, Deputy Health Minister Huang Jiefu in November 2006 decried the selling of 

organs from executed prisoners sentenced to death saying "Under-the-table business must be 

banned". Yet, it was already banned, on July l. His speech must be taken as an official 

acknowledgment that the ban is not working. 

15) Foreign transplant laws 

The sort of transplants in which the Chinese medical system engages is illegal everywhere else 

in the world. But it is not illegal for a foreigner in any country to go to China, benefit from a 

transplant which would be illegal back home, and then return home. Foreign transplant 

legislation everywhere is territorial. It does not have extraterritorial reach. 

Many other laws are global in their sweep. For instance, child sex tourists can be prosecuted 

not just in the country where they have sex with children, but, in many countries, back home as 

well. This sort of legislation does not exist for transplant tourists who pay for organ transplants 

without bothering to determine whether the organ donor has consented. 

There have been some legislative initiatives. For instance, Belgian Senator Patrik 

Vankrunkelsven is proposing an extraterritorial criminal law which would penalize transplant 

tourists who purchase organs abroad where the donors are prisoners or missing persons. But 

these legislative proposals are still in an early stage. 

16) Travel Advisories 

Many states have travel advisories, warning their citizens of the perils in travel to one country to 

another. The advisories often warn of political violence, or even weather related problems. But 

no government has posted a travel advisory about organ transplants in China, warning its 

citizens that, in the words of The Transplantation Society, "almost all" organs in China come 

from prisoners. 

Some, and we would hope, many would-be recipients of organ transplants would hesitate to go 
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to China for transplants if they knew that their organs were corning from people who were non-

consenting prisoners. But right now is no systematic communication to would be 

recipients of the source of organs in China, either through governments or the medical 

profession 

For instance, the Canadian travel advisory for China, posted on the Foreign Affairs web site 

gives extensive information, almost 2,600 words, and has a sectinn about health. But organ 

transplants are not mentioned. 

17) Pharmaceuticals 

Organ transplantation surgery relies on anti-rejection drugs. China imports these drugs from 

the major pharmaceutical companies. 

Transplant surgery used to require both tissue and blood type matching for the transplant to 

succeed. The development of transplant anti-rejection drugs has allowed for transplant surgery 

to circumvent tissue matching. It is possible, with heavy use of anti-rejection drugs, to 

transplant from a donor to a recipient whose tissues do not match. Only blood type matching is 

essential. Tissue matching is preferable, to avoid heavy reliance on anti-rejection drugs, but no 

longer essential. The Chinese medical system relies heavily on anti-rejection drugs. 

International pharmaceutical companies behave towards the Chinese transplantation system the 

same way everyone else does. They ask no questions. They have no knowledge whether their 

drugs are being used in recipients who received organs from involuntary donor prisoners or not. 

Many countries have export control acts, forbidding the export of some products altogether and 

requiring state permission for the export of other products. But no state, to our knowledge, 

prohibits export to China of anti-rejection drugs used for organ transplant patients. 

For instance, the Canadian Export and Import Permits Act provides: 

"No person shall export or attempt to export any goods inc!uded in an Export Control 

List or any goods to any country included in an Area Control List except under the 
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authority of and in accordance with an export permit issued under this Act." 26 

But anti-rejection drugs for transplants are not included in the Area Control list for China. 

18) Foreign state funding for care 

Some state administered health plans pay for health care abroad in the amount that would be 

paid if the care were administered in the home country. Where that happens, there is not, to 

our knowledge, in any country a prohibition of payment where the patient obtains an organ 

transplant in China. 

Transplant tourists need aftercare in their home country. They continue to need prescription 

and administration of anti-rejection drugs. States which provide government funding for health 

services typically provide funding for this sort of after care. 

Again here, to the funders how the organ recipient got the organ is a matter of indifference. 

The fact that the organ may have came from an unconsenting prisoner in China who was killed 

for the organ is simply not relevant to foreign state funding of aftercare for the recipient. 

CJ Considerations specific to Falun Gong 

19) A perceived threat 

The overwhelming majority of prisoners of conscience in Chinese prisons are Falun Gong. An 

estimated two thirds of the torture victims in Chinese prisons are Falun Gong. The extremes of 

language the Chinese regime uses against the Falun Gong are unparalleled, unmatched by the 

comparatively mild criticisms China has of the victims the West is used to defending. The 

documented yearly arbitrar'/ killings and disappearances of Falun Gong exceed by far the totals 

for any other victim group. 

Why does the Chinese government denounce so viciously and repress so brutally this one 

group, more so than any other victim group? The standard Chinese refrain about the Falun 

26 Section 13. 
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Gong is that it is an evil cult. 

Falun Gong has none of the characteristics of a cult. It has no memberships, no offices and no 

officers. 

David Ownby, Director of the Centre of East Asian studies at the University of Montreal and a 

specialist in modern Chinese history, wrote about the Falun Gong in a paper prepared six years 

ago for the Canadian Institute of International Affairs. He stated that unlike cults, Falun Gong 

has no mandatory financial obligations, isolation of practitioners in communes or withdrawal 

from the world. He says: 

"Falun Gong members remain within society. In a vast majority, they live within nuclear 

families. They go to work; they send their kids to school." n 

There is no penalty for leaving the Falun Gong, since there is nothing to leave. Practitioners are 

free to practice Falun Gong as little or as much as they see fit. They can start and stop at any 

time. They can engage in their exercises in groups or singly. 

Li Hongzhi, the author of the books which inspired Falun Gong practitioners, is not worshipped 

by practitioners. Nor does he receive funds from practitioners. He is a private person who 

meets rarely with practitioners. His advice to practitioners is publicly available information -

conference lectures and published books. 

The Chinese government labelling of the Falun Gong as an evil cult is a component of the 

repression of the Falun Gong, a pretext for that repression as well as a defamation, incitement 

to hatred, depersonalization, marginalization and dehumanization of the Falun Gong. But this 

labelling does not explain why that repression arose. The "evil cult" label is a manufactured tool 

of repression, but not its cause. The cause lies elsewhere. 

In order to enforce conformity, Chinese exercise regimes or qigong in all their variations were 

suppressed in 1949 after the Chinese Communist Party seized office. By the l990s, the police 

'.'I "hdu11 Ciong a11d Canada's China policy". David Ownby, vol.)(,, Inlcrnalional .JournaL Canadian Institute of' 
International /\[fairs, Spring 200 I. 
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state environment had become less oppressive for all forms of qigong, including Falun Gong. 

Falun Gong includes elements of Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism. In essence, it teaches 

methods of meditation through exercises intended to improve physical and spiritual health and 

fitness. The movement has no political platform; its followers seek to promote truth, tolerance 

and forbearance across racial, national and cultural boundaries. Violence is anathema. 

Li registered his movement with the government's Qigong Research Association. At a time when 

the movement was falling into official disfavour but before it was banned, in early 1998, Li 

moved to the United States. But Falun Gong continued to flourish. The Jiang government 

estimated in 1999 that there were 70 million adherents. That year, the Communist Party of 

China membership was an estimated 60 million. 

Before Falun Gong was banned in July, 1999, its adherents gathered regularly throughout China 

to do their exercises. In Beijing alone there were more than 2000 practice stations. 

The Communist Party, in April 1999, published an article in the magazine Science and 

Technology for Youth, which singled out Falun Gong as a superstition and a health risk because 

practitioners might refuse conventional medical treatments for serious illnesses. A large number 

of Falun Gong adherents demonstrated against the contents of the piece outside the Tianjin 

editor's office. Arrests and police beatings resulted. 

To petition the Government Petition Office in Beijing about these arrests, on April 25th, 1.999, 

10,000-15,000 Falun Gong practitioners gathered from dawn until late at night outside the 

Communist Party headquarters at Zhongnanhai next to Beijing's Forbidden City. The gathering 

was silent, without posters 28
• Jiang was alarmed by the presence of these petitioners. The 

ideological supremacy of the Communist Party was, in his view, in danger. 

20) A policy of persecution 

If organ harvesting from Falun Gong practitioners were widespread across China, one would 

28 Danny Schechter. F11/u11 Gong's Chal!e11ge to Chino, /\bshic Books, 2000, pages 44 to 46. 
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expect some governmental policy directive to that effect. Yet, the secrecy of policy formulation 

in China prevents us from determining whether such a policy exists. 

Nonetheless, we do know that persecution of Falun Gong exists as an official policy. There are 

some very strong policy statements, attached as an appendix to this report, by the Government 

of China and the Communist Party of China, calling for the persecution of the Falun Gong, 

including physical persecution. 

The Government of China set up a dedicated bureaucracy assigned with the task of repressing 

the Falun Gong. This dedicated bureaucracy has representatives throughout China. Because it 

was established on the tenth day of the six month of 1999, it is called, in shorthand, the 610 

office. The 610 office has representatives in every province, city, county, university, 

government department and government-owned business in China. 

According to Li Baigen, then assistant director of the Beijing Municipal Planning office who 

attended the meeting, during 1999 the three men heading the 610 office called more than 

3,000 officials to the Great Hall of the People in the capital to discuss the campaign against 

Falun Gong, which was then not going well. Demonstrations were continuing to occur at 

Tiananmen Square. The head of the 610 office, Li Lanqing, verbally announced the 

government's new policy on the movement: "defaming their reputations, bankrupting them 

financially and destroying them physically." Only after this meeting were the deaths of 

adherents at police hands recorded as suicides. 

21) Incitement to hatred 

The Falun Gong in China are dehumanized both in word and deed. Policy directives are matched 

by incitement to the population at: large both to justify the policy of persecution, to recruit 

participants, and to forestall opposition. This sort of vocabulary directed against a particular 

group has become both the precursor and the hallmark of gross human violations directed 

against the group. 

According to Amnesty International, the Chinese Government adopted three strategies to crush 

Falun Gong: violence against practitioners who refuse to renounce their beliefs; "brainwashing" 



to force all known practitioners to abandon Falun Gong and renounce it, and a media campaign 

to turn public opinion against Falun Gong. 29 

Local governments were authorized to implement Beijing's orders to repress the Falun Gong. 

Implementation meant, in part, staged attempts to demonstrate to China's population that 

practitioners committed suicide by self-immolation, killed and mutilated family members and 

refused medical treatment. Over time this campaign had the desired effect and many, if not 

most, Chinese nationals came to accept the Communist Party view about Falun Gong. The 

National People's Congress then passed laws purporting to legalize a long list of illegal acts done 

by Falun Gong practitioners against other practitioners. 

This incitement to hatred is most acute in China. But it exists worldwide. Chinese officials, 

wherever they are posted, engage in this incitement as part and parcel of their official duties. 

In Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, this behaviour became the subject of a police recommendation 

for prosecution of two Chinese consular officials in Calgary for wilful promotion of hatred against 

the Falun Gong. The police report is attached as an exhibit to this report30
. 

Incitement to hatred is not specific enough to indicate the form that persecution takes. But it 

promotes any and all violations of the worst sort. It is hard to imagine the allegations we have 

heard being true in the absence of this sort of hate propaganda. Once this sort of incitement 

exists, the fact that people would engage in such behaviour against the Falun Gong - harvesting 

their organs and killing them in the process - ceases to be implausible. 

22) Physical persecution 

Former president Jiang's mandate to the 610 office 31 was to "eradicate" Falun Gong 32
• An 

appendix gives extensive detail about this attempt at eradication through persecution . 

. rn Despite the police recommendation, the Attorney Cicncral decided not to prosecute. 
31 Appendix <i. (June 7. 1999) "Comrade Jiang Zcmin's speech at the meeting of the Political Bureau ofCCCCP 
regarding speeding up the dealing with and settling the prnblcrn or' FALUN CiONCi '" 
'' l l. CON. RES. 188. CONCURRl·:NT RESOLUTION, U.S 
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The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture's recent report 33 noted that 

"Since 2000, the Special Rapporteur and his predecessors have reported 314 cases of 

alleged torture to the Government of China. These cases represent well over 1,160 

individuals." And "In addition to this figure, it is to be noted that one case sent in 2003 

(E/CN.4/2003/68/Add.l para. 301) detailed the alleged ill treatment and torture of 

thousands of Falun Gong practitioners." 

Furthermore, the report indicated that 66% of the victims of alleged torture and ill-treatment in 

China were Falun Gong practitioners, with the remaining victims comprising Uighurs (11 %), sex 

workers (8%), Tibetans (6%), human rights defenders (5%), political dissidents (2%), and 

others (persons infected with HIV/AIDS and members of religious groups 2%). 

Part of a wire story from the Beijing bureau of the Washington Post fully two summers later (5 

Aug 2001) ir; illustrates the severity of the ongoing methods of the 61.0 office and other agents 

of the regime against Falun Gong practitioners: 

"At a police station in western Beijing, Ouyang was stripped and interrogated for five 

hours. 'If I responded incorrectly, that is if I didn't say, 'yes,' they shocked me with the 

electric truncheon,' he said. Then, he was transferred to a labour camp in Beijing's 

western suburbs. There, the guards ordered him to stand facing a wall. If he moved, 

they shocked him. If he fell down from fatigue, they shocked him ... " 

"(Later) he was taken before a group of Falun Gong inmates and rejected the group one 

more time as the video cameras rolled. Ouyang left jail and entered the brainwashing 

classes. Twenty days after debating Falun Gong for 16 hours a day, he 'graduated'. 'The 

pressure on me was and is incredible,' he said. 'In the past two years, I have seen the 

worst of what man can do. We really are the worst animals on Earth."' 

Ownby noted that human rights organizations 

33 U.N. Commission on llurnan Rights: Report ol'the Speeiril Rapporlem un lorlur-c ~rnd other cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or pu11ishrnent, l\Jla11fred Nowak, uu his Mission lo China from November 20 to December 2, 
2005 ( L/( 'f\1.4/2006/6/ /\dcl.6), March I 0, 200(J. (111111: 111 w11 .(\i1ch1.<llf!c11glish I" idi,.·s cl11 'd1><.·s (1 .. '.clir. c·1:11•f·.'Ollh (1 1\dd<i.d<>1· ) 
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"have unanimously condemned China's brutal campaign against the Falungong, and 

many governments around the world, including Canada's, have expressed their 

concern." 

He cited Amnesty International's report of 2000 which noted that 77 Falun Gong practitioners 

had "died in custody, or shortly after release, in suspicious circumstances since the crackdown 

began in July 1999." 

23) Massive arrests 

Massive arrests of practitioners are a form of physical persecution which deserves separate 

attention because of its potential link to organ harvesting. Any person organ harvested against 

his or her will has to be detained first. 

Repression of Falun Gong included sending thousands upon thousands of its practitioners to 

prisons and labour camps beginning in the summer of 1999. The US State Department's 2005 

country report on China ,,, , for example, indicates that its police run hundreds of detention 

centres, with the 340 re-education-through-labour ones alone having a holding capacity of 

about 300,000 persons. The report also indicates that the number of Falun Gong practitioners 

who died in custody was estimated to be from a few hundred to a few thousand. 

Hundreds of thousands of Falun Gong practitioners travelled to Beijing to protest or to unfold 

banners calling for the group's legalization. People came almost daily. Author Jennifer Zeng, 

formerly of Beijing and now living in Australia, informs us that by the end of April 2001 there 

had been approximately 830,000 arrests in Beijing of Falun Gong adherents who had been 

identified. There are no statistics available of practitioners who were arrested but refused to 

self identify. From our interviews with released Falun Gong practitioners we know that the 

number of those who did no': self identify is large. But we do not know how large. 

Large numbers of Falun Gong adherents in arbitrary indefinite secret detention alone do not 

prove the allegations. But the opposite, the absence of such a pool of detainees, would 

35 ll.S. Ikpartrncnl of' State 2005 Country Reports on l luman Rights Practices China, March 8, 2006 . 
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undermine the allegations. An extremely large group of people subject to the exercise of the 

whims and power of the state, without recourse to any form of protection of their rights, 

provides a potential source for organ harvesting of the unwilling. 

24) Deaths 

As of December 22, 2006, we have identified 3006 Falun Gong practitioners who died as a 

result of persecution. These identified victims can be gathered into six groups. 

One group is the victims who died from stress related causes precipitated by constant 

harassment and threats from the authorities. A second is those mistreated in detention and 

then released alive to their families, but who died subsequently of their mistreatment. The third 

group is the victims who died in detention of torture and whose bodies were released by the 

authorities to the family for cremation. The fourth is the victims who died in detention of 

mistreatment and were cremated while still detained, but whose families got to see the bodies 

in between death and cremation. The fifth is the victims who died and were cremated in 

detention without the families ever seeing the bodies. The sixth is the victims who died in 

detention but we do not have enough information to determine whether the families saw the 

bodies before cremation. 

The bulk of the possible Falun Gong victims of organ harvesting are, from what we can tell, 

those whose families were not notified of the deaths of their loved ones. This failure to notify 

had two causes. One was that the practitioners refused to identify themselves to the 

authorities. The other was that the authorities, though they knew who the practitioners were, 

refused to notify the families of their detention; as well, these practitioners were not, before 

death, allowed to contact their families. 

However, we can not exclude the possibility that the fifth and sixth group of the identified dead 

were also victims of organ harvesting. This group numbers about 300. The fifth group in 

particular raise suspicions. Their names are listed in an appendix. 

The large number of Falun Gong practitioners killed by the authorities through torture supports 

we are !S is 
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no particular reason to rule out one cause of death. If the Government of China is willing to kill 

large number of Falun Gong practitioners through torture, it is not that hard to believe they 

would be willing to do the same through organ harvesting. 

25) Unidentified 

Falun Gong detentions, though in some ways they are just Chinese repression as usual with the 

Falun Gong being the unlucky targets, present an unusual feature. Falun Gong practitioners 

who came from all over the country to Tiananmen Square in Beijing to appeal or protest were 

systematically arrested. Those who revealed their identities to their captors would be shipped 

back to their home localities. Their families would be implicated in their Falun Gong activities 

and pressured to join in the effort to get the practitioners to renounce Falun Gong. Their 

workplace leaders, their co-workers, their local government leaders would be held responsible 

and penalized for the fact that these individuals had gone to Beijing to appeal or protest. 

To protect their families and avoid the hostility of the people in their locality, many detained 

Falun Gong declined to identify themselves. The result was a large Falun Gong prison 

population whose identities the authorities did not know. As well, no one who knew them knew 

where they were. 

Though this refusal to identify themselves was done for protection purposes, it may have had 

the opposite effect. It is easier to victimize a person whose whereabouts is unknown to family 

members than a person whose location the family knows. This population is a remarkably 

undefended group of people, even by Chinese standards. 

Those who refused to self identify were treated especially badly. As well, they were moved 

around within the Chinese prison system for reasons not explained to the prisoners. 

Was this a population which became a source of harvested Falun Gong organs? Obviously, the 

mere existence of this population does not tell us that this is so. Yet, the existence of this 

population provides a ready explanation for the source of harvested organs, if the allegations 

are true. Members of this population could just disappear without anyone outside of U1e prison 

system being the wiser. 
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For the authors, the investigations which led to this report had many chilling moments. One of 

the most disturbing was the discovery of this massive prison/detention/labour camp population 

of the unidentified. Practitioner after practitioner who eventually was released from detention 

told us about this population. A collection of some of their statements is attached as an exhibit. 

What these practitioners told us was that they personally met the unidentified in detention, in 

significant numbers. Though we have met many Falun Gong prar 1 'tioners who were released 

from Chinese detention, we have yet to meet or hear of, de . j:= their large numbers, a 

practitioner released from detention who refused to self identify in detention from the beginning 

to the end of the detention period. What happened to these many practitioners? Where are 

they? 

The problem of enforced disappearances is distinguishable from the problem of the unidentified, 

because, in the case of enforced disappearances, families know that the state is involved. For 

the unidentified, all the families know is that they have lost track of a loved one. For those 

victims of enforced disappearances, the families or witnesses know more. They know that the 

person was at one time in the custody of the state. The state either refuses to acknowledge 

that the person was ever in their custody or conceals the fate or whereabouts of the person 36 . 

There are some Falun Gong practitioners who have disappeared, abducted by the authorities. 

However, the only disappearances case of which we know are people who were subsequently 

released and then spoke of their abduction. We know that these victims were made to 

disappear only after the fact, once they reappeared. It is likely that there are other such 

practitioners who were never released. 

For the unidentified, because family members know only that they have lost contact with a 

loved one, they do not necessarily turn to the state to ask if the person has been detained. 

When the person who is missing is the adherent to a practise which is brutally repressed by the 

state, the tendency of the family to avoid the government is heightened. Nonetheless a few 

have sought out Chinese government help to find a missing Falun Gong practitioner family 

36 International Convention for the Protection or All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, Article 2. 
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member, Some of those cases are listed in an appendix to this report 

26) Blood testing and organ examination 

Falun Gong practitioners in detention are systematically blood tested and organ examined. 

Other prisoners, who are not practitioners, sitting side by side, with practitioners are not tested. 

This differential testing occurs in labour camps, prisons and detention centres. We have heard 

such a large number of testimonials to this effect that this differential testing exists beyond a 

shadow of a doubt. These tests and examination happen whether practitioners are held at 

labour camps, prisons or detention centres. Interview statements testifying to systematic blood 

testing and organ examination of Falun Gong practitioners to the exclusion of other prisoners 

are attached as an appendix to this report. 

The practitioners themselves are not told the reason for the testing and examination. It is 

unlikely that the testing and examination serves a health purpose. For one, it is unnecessary to 

blood test and organ examine people systematically simply as a health precaution. For another, 

the health of the Falun Gong in detention is disregarded in so many other ways, it is implausible 

that the authorities would blood test and organ examine Falun Gong as a precautionary health 

measure. 

Blood testing is a pre-requisite for organ transplants. Donors need to be matched with 

recipients so that the antibodies of the recipients do not reject the organs of the donors. 

The mere fact of blood testing and organ examination does not establish that organ harvesting 

of Falun Gong practitioners is taking place. But the opposite is true. If there were no blood 

testing, the allegation would be disproved. The widespread blood testing of Falun Gong 

practitioners in detention cuts off this avenue of disproof. 

past 

The numbers of organ transplants in China is huge, up to 20,000 in 2005 according to China 

Daily. China has the second largest number of operations done in the world, just after USA. 



The large volumes coupled with the short waiting times means that there has to be a large 

number of potential donors on hand at any one time. Where is and who is this large donor 

population? 

There are many more transplants than identifiable sources. We know that some organs come 

from prisoners sentenced to death and then executed. Very few come from willing donor family 

members and the brain dead. But these sources leave huge gaps ir the totals. The number of 

prisoners sentenced to death and then executed and willing sourer _ome nowhere close to the 

number of transplants. 

The number of prisoners sentenced to death and then executed is itself not public. We are 

operating only from numbers provided by Amnesty International sourced from Chinese public 

records. Those numbers, when one considers global execution totals, are large, but nowhere 

near the estimated totals of transplants. 

At least 98% of the organs for transplants come from someone other than family donors.9 In 

the case of kidneys, for example, only 227 of 40,393 transplants - about 0.6% - done between 

1971 and 2001 in China came from family donors .. n 

The government of China admitted to using the organs of prisoners sentenced to death and 

then executed only in 2005 38 39
, although it had been going on for many years. The regime has 

had no barriers to prevent marketing the organs of "enemies of the state". 

According to tabulations constructed from the Amnesty International reports '10 of publicly 

available information in China, the average number of prisoners sentenced to death and then 

37 l1J~n:L/\yyv_~'-~&bJll(lJ2hm111s;i1m,<:1i/litmlL)()(b_<:fl002J2'11Q5~L'l1J1trnJ China Pharmacy Net, 2002-12-05 
Archived page: 
ht t12_:!L ars;11.i ye ,ecj()QJ.:.S.fi1DJ/Silr11e1JJ'i.11J1p'Zt1ri ·. J1tl11 :11'.:Y"Y~v c:birn11ilrnrrn. C(Jrn. c 11/11 t1111Lx,xb_<:a()(l2l2dJ 0 :;c>51+. l1tp1l 
·
18 "China to 'tidy up' trade in executed prisoners' organs," The Times, December 03, 2005 
Ji.11p_:Ll~\'.\Y.~\/Jim~:;()11Ji11._t;, s;Q_.Lti-;LmJic:k/_CL25C1-82J(>_QJ. 5:58.,tlO~htm I 
3'! "Beijing Mulls New Law on Transplants of Deathrow Inmate Organs", 
h1tp://rnijing.hex11n.con1/cnglish/c1ctail.aspx'lissue 14],ii,'>I <24K88Lid 14)0\79 Caijing Magazine/Issue: 14 7. Nov 28, 2005 
•\II Index or Al Annual reports: i[1/aireplll'l/index.hlml, from here one Call select <lllllllal 
report of each year. 
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executed between 1995 and 1999 was 1680 per year. The average between 2000 and 2005, 

was 1616 per year. Tl1e numbers have bounced around from year to year, but the overall 

average number for the periods before and after Falun Gong persecution began is the same. 

Execution of prisoners sentenced to death can not explain the increase of organ transplants in 

China since the persecution of Falun Gong began. 

According to public reports, there were approximately 30,000 41 transplants in total done in 

China before 1999 and 18,500 42 in the six year period 1994 to 1999. Shi Bingyi, vice-chair of 

the China Medical Organ Transplant Association, says there were about 90,000 43 transplants in 

total up until 2005, leaving about 60,000 transplants in the six year period 2000 to 2005 since 

the persecution of Falun Gong began. 

The other identified sources of organ transplants, willing family donors and the brain dead, have 

always been tiny. In 2005, living-related kidney transplants consisted of 0.5% of total 

transplants 44
. The total of brain dead donors for all years and all of China is 9 up to March 

2006 ,., . There is no indication of a significant increase in either of these categories in recent 

years. Presumably the identified sources of organ transplants which produced 18,500 organ 

transplants in the six year period 1994 to 1999 produced the same number of organs for 

transplants in the next six year period 2000 to 2005. That means that the source of 41,500 

transplants for the six year period 2000 to 2005 is unexplained. 

'11 http://vv\vw.bi()tccb.org.c11/l1c\\l:)/11c\\l.s/~l10lv~nlm'lL<cl:J'l<1_4 (China Biotech Information Net, 2002-12-02) 
httn:!flv'V\\l,~l1j11,mlrnri11,cmn,<,:IJ/1ltml/xxlic!2()();2J2:1ll)'.)954J1tml (China Pharmacy Net, 2002-12-05) 
Archived page: 
http:/ fa1·~]1iyc~t:_c!o()1:~ •. c.~11.1.1/~(1ntc11t.5 ,php?tiri J1tt 11.:// v11.1v lV .. f:J1i1rn11lrnrm&(1111 ... <.:.11/lit1111/;;xll<.:!Zl!QZ lZ!J.J (l59.54J1tml 
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Agency) 
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Where do the organs come from for all the transplants in China? The allegation of organ 

harvesting from Falun Gong practitioners provides an answer. 

Again this sort of gap in the figures does not establish that the allegation of harvesting of 

organs from Falun Gong practitioners is true. But the converse, a full explanation of the source 

of all organ transplants, would disprove the allegation. If the source of all organ transplants 

could be traced either to willing donors or executed prisoners, then the allegation against the 

Falun Gong would be disproved. But such tracing is impossible. 

Estimates of executions in China of prisoners sentenced to death are often much higher than 

the figures based on publicly available records of executions. There is no official Chinese 

reporting on overall statistics of executions, leaving totals open to estimation. 

One technique some of those involved in estimating executions have used is the number of 

transplant operations. Because it is known that at least some transplants come from executed 

prisoners and that family donors are few and far between, some analysts have deduced from 

the number of transplants that execution of prisoners sentenced to death have increased. 

This reasoning is unpersuasive. One cannot estimate execution of prisoners sentenced to death 

from transplants unless executions of prisoners sentenced to death are the only alleged source 

of transplants. Yet, Falun Gong practitioners are another alleged source. It is impossible to 

conclude that those practitioners are not a source of organs for transplants because of the 

number of executions of prisoners sentenced to death where the number of executions of 

prisoners sentenced to death is deduced from the number of transplants. 

Can the increase in transplants be explained by increased efficiency in harvesting from prisoners 

sentenced to death and then executed? The increase in transplants in China paralleled both the 

persecution of the Falun Gong and the development of some transplant technology. But the 

increase in transplants did not parallel the increase of all transplant technology. Kidney 

transplant technology was fully developed in China long before the persecution of Falun Gong 

began. Yet kidney transplants shot up, more than doubling once the persecution of Falun Gong 

started. There were 3,596 3 7 kidney transplants in 1998 and nearly 10,000 in 2005 . 
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A second reason that multiple organ harvesting from executed prisoners sentenced to death 

does not explain the increase in organ transplants is overall disorganization of organ matching 

in China. There is no national network for the matching and sharing of organs. 1
h Doctors decry 

the wastage of organs from donors, bemoaning the fact that "only kidneys were used from 

donors, wasting of other organs" 4 6 . Each hospital manages its own organ supply and waiting 

list. Patients go from one hospital where there are no ready organs for transplants to other 

hospitals were transplant surgery takes place at once. 47 Hospitals refer patients from their own 

hospital where they say they have no readily available organs for transplant to another hospital 

which they say does have organs for transplant. 48 This disorganization diminishes the efficient 

use of organs. 

A third reason that multiple organ harvesting from executed prisoners sentenced to death does 

not explain the increase in organ transplants is the experience elsewhere. Nowhere has 

transplants jumped so significantly with the same number of donors, simply because of a 

change in technology. Year by year statistics for Canada, the United States and Japan are set 

out in an appendix. 

The increase in organ transplants in China parallels the increase in persecution of the Falun 

Gong. These parallel increases of Falun Gong persecution and transplants, in themselves, do , 

not prove the allegation. But they are consistent with the allegation. If the parallel did not 

exist, that hypothetical non-existence would undercut the allegations. 

28) Sources of future transplants 

Organ transplant surgery in China is a booming business. There were only 22 liver transplant 

centres 1
'
1 operating across China before 1999 and 500 in mid - April, 2006 "0

• The number of 
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kidney transplantation institutions increased from 10651 in 2001 to 36852 in 2005. 

The money to be made has led to the creation of dedicated facilities, specializing in organ 

transplants. There is the Peking University Third Hospital Liver Transplantation Centre 53 

founded in October 2002, the Beijing Organ Transplantation Centre 54 established in November 

2002, the Organ Transplant Centre of the People's Liberation Army Number 309 Hospital 55 

established in April 2002, the People's Liberation Army Organ Transplant Research Institute 56 

(Organ Transplant Centre of the Shanghai Changzheng Hospital) r '1blished in May 2004 and 

the Shanghai Clinical Medical Centre 57 for Organ Transplants estc.,_,,,,Jned in 2001. The Oriental 

Organ Transplant Centre 58 in Tianjin began construction in 2002. It is fourteen floors above 

ground and two floors underground with 300 beds. It is a public facility, built by Tianjin City. It 

is the largest transplant centre in Asia. 

The establishment of these facilities is both an indicator of the volume of organ transplants and 

a commitment to their continuation. The creation of whole facilities dedicated to organ 

transplants bespeaks long term planning. 

Yet, the organ source for virtually all Chinese transplants is prisoners. There is a debate which 

this report addresses whether these prisoners have all previously been sentenced to death or 

whether some of them are detained Falun Gong practitioners who have been sentenced to jail 

terms only or not sentenced at all. But there is no debate over whether the sources of organs 

are prisoners; that much is incontestable. The establishment of dedicated organ transplant 

facilities in China is an overt assertion of the intent to continue organ harvesting from prisoners. 

Yet, the Government of China has, both in law and through official statements, said that it 

l1t tp ://arc:hivc. cd<JtlELc:<1m/1·c;i1<l_cu2ilp'111ri httn'!:<1};\ %'." l '%12]'\v wvvJr<1.m;p Ia11t,1(iti 11 .• ~irg,c,n'('(,2l·'11t1.111.'%2 I: 2 ( )()(J -
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would cease organ harvesting from prisoners sentenced to death who do not consent to organ 

harvesting. And, as set out elsewhere in this report, there is no such thing as meaningful 

consent to organ harvesting from a prisoner sentenced to death. 

The creation of these dedicated facilities raises the question not only what has been the source 

for so many organs transplanted in the past, but, as well, what will be the source for so many 

organs which China intends to transplant in the future? From whom will these organs come? 

The source of prisoners sentenced to death will presumably disappear or diminish substantially 

if China is genuine in applying to this population its law and stated policy about requiring 

consent of donors. 

The Chinese authorities, to build these dedicated organ transplant institutions, must have the 

confidence that there exists now and into the foreseeable future a ready source of organs from 

people who are alive now and will be dead tomorrow. Who are these people? A large prison 

population of Falun Gong practitioners provides an answer. 

29) Corpses with missing organs 

A number of family members of Falun Gong practitioners who died in detention reported seeing 

the corpses of their loved ones with surgical incisions and body parts missing. The authorities 

gave no coherent explanation for these mutilatel;:l corpses. Again the evidence about these 

mutilated corpses is attached as an appendix to this report. 

We have only a few instances of such mutilated corpses. We have no official explanation why 

they were mutilated. Their mutilation is consistent with organ harvesting. 

In the first version of our report, appendix twelve had a photo of a person with stitches after his 

body was cut open to remove organs. One comment we received back is that the stitches the 

photos show are consistent with an autopsy. 

We observe that organs may indeed be removed for autopsies in order to determine the cause 

of death. A corpse which has been autopsied may well have stitches similar to those shown in 

the photo. Outside of China, except for organ donors, that is likely the reason why organs 
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would removed from a corpse. Similarly, outside of China, when people are blood tested, 

typically, test is own lun 

practitioners who are 

who are to1tLffed to 

torture experience. 

are to 

for or 

cause the 

The corpse whose photo we reproduced was that of Wang Bin. Beatings caused the artery in 

Mr. Wang's neck and major blood vessels to break. As a result, his tonsils were injured, his 

lymph nodes were crushed, and several bones were fractured. He had cigarette burns on the 

backs of his hands and inside his nostrils .. There were bruises all over his body. Even though he 

was already close to death, he was tortured again at night. He finally lost consciousness. On 

the night of October 4, 2000, Mr. Wang died from his injuries. 

The purpose of an autopsy report is to determine the cause of death when the cause is 

otherwise unknown. But in the case of Wang Bin, the cause of death was known before his 

organs were removed. The suggestion that Wang Bin would be autopsied to determine the 

cause of death after he was tortured to death is not plausible. There was no indication that the 

family of Wang Bin was asked for consent before the organs of the victim were removed nor 

provided an autopsy report afterwards. The suggestion of an autopsy is not a tenable 

explanation for the stitches on Wang Bin's body. 

30) Admissions 

Mandarin speaking investigators called in to a number of hospitals and transplant doctors to ask 

about transplants. The callers presented themselves as potential recipients or relatives of 

potential recipients. Phone numbers were obtained from the internet. These calls resulted in a 

number of admissions that Falun Gong practitioners are the sources of organ transplants. Since 

our last report, there are further calls with admissions set out in an appendix. 

If the phone numbers was a general number of a hospital, the callers usually started with 

asking to be connected to the transplant department of the hospital and they first spoke with 

whoever picked up the phone for some general information of transplant operations. Usually the 

person would help to locate a doctor or the chief-physician of the transplant department to 
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speak to the caller. If the doctor was not available, the caller would then call back to look for 

this specific doctor or chief-physician next time she called and speak to the doctor1 or chief 

physician. 

Usually hospital staff talked to people (or family members) wanting organ transplants, and 

actively located relevant doctors for them. 

Although callers always began by speaking to a hospital or a doctor, sometimes they were 

referred to prisons or courts, because these were the distribution points for harvested organs. 

It may seem strange to call a court about organ availability; but systematic organ harvesting in 

China began with executed prisoners sentenced to death even if it did not end there. It seems 

that the distribution point for organs from people in the prison system remained the same after 

China moved on from harvesting organs from prisoners sentenced to death to other prisoners. 

One of the callers, "Ms. M", told one of us that in early March, 2006 she managed to get 

through to the Public Security Bureau in Shanxi. The respondent there told her that healthy and 

young prisoners are selected from the prison population to be organ donors. If the candidates 

could not be tricked into providing the blood samples necessary for successful transplants, the 

official went on with guileless candour, employees of the office take the samples by force. 

On March 18 or 19, 2006 M spoke to a representative of the Eye Department at the People's 

Liberation Army hospital in Shenyang in north-eastern China, although she was not able to 

make a full recorded transcript. Her notes indicate that the person identifying himself as the 

hospital director said the facility did "many cornea operations", adding that "we also have fresh 

corneas." Asked what tha~ 1-::ans, the director replied " ... just taken from bodies". 

At Army Hospital 301 in Beijing in April, 2006, a surgeon told M that she did liver transplants 

herself. The surgeon added that the source of the organs was a "state secret" and that anyone 

revealing the source "could be disqualified from doing such operations." 

In early June, 2006, an official at the Mishan city detention centre told a telephone caller that 

the centre then had at least five or six male Falun Gong prisoners under 40 years of age 
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available as organ suppliers. A doctor at Zhongshan hospital in mid March of 2006 

A at 

in 

in April in 

at his 

to admitted that he earlier went to 

prisons to select healthy Falun GonfJ persons in their 30s to provide U1ei1· organs. 

In mid ·· March of 2006, Dr. Wang of Zhengzhou Medical University in Henan province agreed 

that "we pick all the young and healthy kidneys ... " Dr. Zhu of the Guangzhou Military region 

hospital in April of 2006 said he then had some type B kidneys from Falun Gong, but would 

have "several batches" before May 1 and perhaps no more until May 20 or later. An official at 

the first detention centre in Qinhuangdao city in Liaoning province told a caller in mid May 2006 

that she should call the Intermediate People's court to obtain Falun Gong kidneys. The same 

day, an official at that court said they had no Falun Gong live kidneys, but had had them in the 

past, specifically in 2001. Finally, the First Criminal Bureau of the Jinzhou people's court in May 

of 2006 told the caller that access to Falun Gong kidneys currently depended on "qualifications". 

Director Song at the Tianjin city central hospital in mid March 2006 volunteered that his hospital 

had more than ten beating hearts. The caller asked if that meant "live bodies" and Song replied, 

"Yes it is so." An official at the Wuhan city Tongji hospital two weeks later tells the caller that 

"(i)t's not a problem" for his institution when the caller says, " ... we hope the kidney suppliers 

are alive. (We're) looking for live organ transplants from prisoners, for example, using living 

bodies from prisoners who practise Falun Gong, Is it possible?" 

The map of China which follows indicates the regions where detention or hospital personnel 

have made admissions to telephone investigators: 
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Xinjiarig 

T1·;111splantation Hospital or Detention Center 

or detenti.on centres in China refused or \Vere 
organ sourc<:s for trnnsplant, bcGw~e lt b considered a n.atlonaf secret. 

Most of the excerpted phone call texts are in an appendix. For illustration purposes, excerpts of 

three conversations follow: 

(1) Mishan City Detention Centre, Heilongjiang province (8 June 2006): 

M ·. "D h F I [ ] 1· 7 II o you ave a ur .ong organ supp 1ers .... 

Li: "We used to have, yes." 

M: " ... what about now?" 

Li: " ... Yes." 

M: "Can we come to select, or you provide directly to us?" 

Li: "We provide them to you." 

M: "What about the price?" 
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Li: "We discuss after you come." 

M. 11 
... How many [Falun Gong suppliers] under a~Je do you have?" 

u· "Quite a few." 

M: "Are they male or female?" 

Li: "Male" 

M: "Now, for ... the male Falun Gong [prisoners], How many of them do you have?" 

Li: "Seven, eight, we have [at least] five, six now." 

M: "Are they from countryside or from the city?" 

Li: "countryside." 

(2) Nanning City Minzu Hospital in Guangxi Autonomous Region 

(22 May 2006): 

M: " ... Could you find organs from Falun Gong practitioners?" 

Dr. Lu: "Let me tell you, we have no way to get (them). It's rather difficult to get it now in 

Guangxi. If you cannot wait, I suggest you go to Guangzhou because it's very easy for them to 

get the organs. They are able to look for (them) naticm wide. As they are performing the liver 

transplant, they can get the kidney for you at the same time, so it's very easy for them to do. 

Many places where supplies are short go to them for help ... " 

M: "Why is it easy for them to get?" 

Lu: "Because they are an important institution. They contact the (judicial) system in the 

name of the whole university." 

M: "Then they use organs from Falun Gong practitioners?" 

Lu: "Correct. .. " 

M: " ... what you used before (organs from Falun Gong practitioners), was it from detention 

centre(s) or prison(s)?" 

Lu: "From prisons." 

M: " ... and it was from healthy Falun Gong practitioners ... ?" 

Lu: "Correct. We would choose the good ones because we assure the quality in our 
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operation." 

M: "That means you choose the organs yourself." 

Lu: "Correct. .. " 

M: "Usually, how old is the organ supplier?" 

Lu: "Usually in their thirties." 

M: " ... Then you will go to the prison to select yourself?" 

Lu: "Correct. We must select it." 

M: "What if the chosen one doesn't want to have blood drawn?" 

Lu: "He will for sure let us do it." 

M: "How?" 

Lu: "They will for sure find a way. What do you worry about? These kinds of things should 

not be of any concern to you. They have their procedures." 

M: "Does the person know that his organ will be removed?" 

Lu: "No, he doesn't." 

(3) Oriental Organ Transplant Centre (also called Tianjin City No 1 Central Hospital), Tianjin 

City, (15 March 2006): 

N: Is this Director Song?" 

Song: Yes, please speak." 

N: Her doctor told her that the kidney is quite good because he 

[the supplier,] practises ... Falun Gong." 

Song: Of course. We have all those who breathe and with heart beat...Up until now, for this 

year, we have more than t 1 1 kidneys, more than ten such kidneys." 

N: "More than ten of this kind of kidneys? You mean live bodies?" 

Song: "Yes it is so." 

Caller M called about 80 some hospitals. When calling hospitals in some cases M asked for 

specific doctors in the called hospitals, and was able to speak to transplant doctors. 10 hospitals 

admitted they use Falun Gong practitioners as organ suppliers. M also called back to talk to the 

doctors. 5 hospitals said they can obtain Falun Gong practitioners as organ suppliers. 14 
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hospitals admitted they use live organs from prisoners. 10 hospitals said the source of organs is 

a secret and they could not reveal it over the phone. 

Caller N made calls to close to 40 hospitals in China, out of whicl1 5 admitted to using Falun 

Gong practitioner organs. l\J also called back to talk to the doctors who made these 

admissions. They were still reachable at the hospitals. N also made calls to 36 various detention 

centres and the Courts in China, out of which 4 admitted to using Falun Gong practitioner 

organs. 

When calling hospitals, in some cases N would ask for specific doctors in the hospitals called 

and was able to speak to transplant doctors. N's style was to ask directly the called party, the 

doctors in the hospitals etc, if they use Falun Gong practitioners' organs. 

The typical response she got: was that the caller did not expect this question at all, and would 

pause for a while to think how to respond. After the pause, about 80% did not admit that they 

used Falun Gong practitioners' organs. About 80% of those who did not admit to using Falun 

Gong practitioners' organs did admit that they use live bodies who are prisoners. Less than 10 

people simply hung up the phone once they heard the question about Falun Gong practitioners. 

One of us has listened with a certified Mandarin-English interpreter to the quoted recorded 

telephone conversations between officials and callers on behalf of the Falun Gong communities 

in Canada and the United States. Certified copies of the relevant transcripts in Mandarin and 

English were provided to us. 

The accuracy of the translations of the portions of them used in this report is attested to by the 

certified translator, Mr. C. Y., a certified interpreter with the Government of Ontario. He certified 

that: he had listened to the recording of the conversations referred to in this report and has read 

the transcripts in Chinese and the translated English version of the conversations, and verifies 

that the transcripts are correct and translations accurate. The original recordings of the calls 

remain available as well. One of us met with two of the callers in Toronto on May 27th to 

discuss the routing, timing, recording, accuracy of the translations from Mandarin to English and 

other features of the calls. 
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We conclude that the verbal admissions in the transcripts of interviews of investigators can be 

trusted. There is no doubt in our minds that these interviews did take place with the persons 

clairned to be interviewed at the time and place indicated and that the transcripts accurately 

reflect what was said. 

Moreover, the content of what was said can itself be believed. For one, when weighed against 

the recent international uproar about alleged organ seizures as the 2008 Beijing Olympics 

approach, the admissions made at the various institutions are contrary to the reputational 

interests of the government of China in attempting to convince the international community that 

the widespread killing of Falun Gong prisoners for their vital organs has not occurred. 

31) A confession 

A woman using the pseudonym Annie told us that her surgeon husband told her that he 

personally removed the corneas from approximately 2,000 anaesthetized Falun Gong prisoners 

in Sujiatun hospital in Shenyang City in northeast China during the two year period before 

October, 2003, at which time he refused to continue. The surgeon made it clear to his wife that 

none of the cornea "donors" survived the experience because other surgeons removed other 

vital organs and all of their bodies were then burned. Annie is not a Falun Gong practitioner. 

Annie had earlier told the Epoch Times in a story published in its March 17 issue: 

"One of my family members was involved in the operation to harvest Falun Gong 

practitioners' organs. This brought great pain to our family." 

Her interview led to a con, JVersy about whether or not she was telling the truth. For the first 

version of our report, released on July 7, 2006, we sidestepped the controversy that had arisen 

about the credibility of her testimony. We interviewed Annie even for our first report. 

However, the detail she provided posed a problem for us because it provided a good deal of 

information which it was impossible to corroborate independently. We were reluctant to base 

our findings on sole source information. So, in the end, we relied on what Annie told us only 

where it was corroborative and consistent with other evidence, rather than as sole source 

information. 
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For this version of our report, we engage the controversy directly. We accept that what Annie 

her husband told her was not only told to her but also is credible. Annie's testimony goes 

a long way to establish, all on its own, the allegation. In an appendix about Sujiatun, we go in 

detail through the various points in dispute generated by her March 17 interview with the Epoch 

Times. 

32) Corroborating studies 

There have been two investigations independent from our own which have addressed the same 

question we have addressed, whether there is organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners in 

China. Both have come to the same conclusion we did. These independent investigations 

corroborate our own conclusion. 

A study by Kirk Allison, associate director of the program in human rights and medicine at the 

University of Minnesota, was undertaken before our report was released. Though his study was 

released shortly after our own, on July 25, 2006, Dr. Allison had reached his conclusions earlier, 

before we released our report. He too concluded that organ harvesting from Falun Gong 

practitioners was happening. 

The other investigation was undertaken by European Parliament Vice President Edward 

McMillan-Scott. Unlike Dr. Allison and ourselves, Mr. McMillan-Scott was actually able to go to 

China on a fact finding mission on May 19-21, 2006. There he interviewed two witnesses Cao 

Dong and Niu Jinping. About his meeting with Cao Dong, Mr. McMillan-Scott reports that he 

"enquired whether he was aware of any organ harvesting camps in China. He said he 

definitely knew of them and knew people who had been sent to them. He had seen the 

cadaver of one of his friends, a Falun Gong practitioner, with holes in his body where the 

organs had been removed." 

After Cao Dong left his meeting with McMillan Scott, he was arrested. The authorities in 

September transferred him to Gansu province and issued an arrest warrant. He was prosecuted 

in December on four charges. The judges ruled that the case could not go to trial because the 

case fell within the jurisdiction of the 610 Office in Beijing [the office charged with repression of 

the Falun Gong. 
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33) Government of China responses 

The Government of China has responded to the first version of our report in an unpersuasive 

way. Mostly, the responses have been attacks on the Falun Gong. The fact that the 

Government of China would make attacks on Falun Gong the focus of their responses to our 

report reinforces the analysis of the report. It is these sorts of attacks which, in China, make 

possible the violation of the basic human rights of Falun Gong practitioners. 

The responses have identified only two factual errors in the first version of our report. In an 

appendix, in a caption heading, we placed two Chinese cities in the wrong provinces. These 

errors have nothing to do with the analysis or conclusions of our report. 

In an appendix we go into greater detail about the Chinese responses and our reactions to 

them. Here we note that the fact the Government of China, with all the resources and 

information at its disposal, resources and information we do not have, was not able to 

contradict our report in any other way than this suggests that our conclusions are accurate. 

G. Further Research 

We do not consider even this second version to be the final word on this subject. There is 

much that we ourselves, given the opportunity, would rather do before we completed this 

version of the report. But it would mean pursuing avenues of investigation which are not now 

open to us. We will welcome any comments on its contents or any additional information 

individuals or governments might be willing to provide. 

We would like to see Chinese hospital records of transplants. Are there consents on file'? Are 

there records of sources of organs'? 

Donors can survive many forms of transplant operations. No one can survive a full liver or heart 

donation. But kidney donations are normally not fatal. Where are the surviving donors'? We 

would like to do a random sampling of donations to see if we could locate the donors. 
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Family members of deceased donors should either know of the consents of the donors. 

Alternatively, the family members should have given the consents themselves. Here, too, we 

would like to do a random sampling of immediate family members of deceased donors to see if 

the families either consented themselves to the donations or were aware of the consent of the 

donor. 

China has engaged in a major expansion of organ transplant facilities in recent years. This 

expansion likely would have been accompanied by feasibility studiPc; indicating organ sources. 

We would like to see these feasibility studies. 

H. Conclusions 

Based on our further research, we are reinforced in our original conclusion that the allegations 

are true. We believe that there has been and continues today to be large scale organ seizures 

from unwilling Falun Gong practitioners. 

We have concluded that the government of China and its agencies in numerous parts of the 

country, in particular hospitals but also detention centres and 'people's courts', since 1999 have 

put to death a large but unknown number of Falun Gong prisoners of conscience. Their vital 

organs, including kidneys, livers, corneas and hearts, were seized involuntarily for sale at high 

prices, sometimes to foreigners, who normally face long waits for voluntary donations of such 

organs in their home countries. 

How many of the victims were first convicted of any offence, serious or otherwise, in legitimate 

courts, we are unable to estimate because such information appears to be unavailable both to 

Chinese nationals and foreigners. It appears to us that many human beings belonging to a 

peaceful voluntary organization made illegal eight years ago by President Jiang because he 

thought it might threaten the dominance of the Communist Party of China have been in effect 

executed by medical practitioners for their organs. 

Our conclusion comes not from any one single item of evidence, but rather the piecing together 

of all the evidence we have considered. Each portion of the evidence we have considered is, in 
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itself, verifiable and, in most cases, incontestable. Put together, they paint a damning whole 

picture. It is their combination that has convinced us. 

I. Recommendations 

a) General 

1) The current form of dialogue between Canada and China over human rights should cease. In 

hindsight, the Government erred in agreeing to the talk fests in exchange for Canada no longer 

co-sponsoring the yearly motion criticizing China's government at the then UN Human Rights 

Commission. 

2) All detention facilities, including forced labour camps, must be opened for international 

community inspection through the International Committee for the Red Cross or other human 

rights or humanitarian organization. 

3) The sentence against Gao Zhisheng should be lifted. His right to practise his profession 

should be restored. 

4) China and every other state now party to the Convention against Torture, including Canada, 

should accede to the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture. 

lb) Organ Harvesting 

5) Organ harvesting in China from prisoners should cease. 

6) The military in China should get out of the organ transplant business. 

7) Organ harvesting of unwilling donors where it is either systematic or widespread is a crime 

against humanity. Criminal authorities in China should investigate the charge of organ 

harvesting from unwilling donors for possible prosecution. 
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8) Foreign states should enact extra-territorial legislation penalizing participation in organ 

harvesting without consent. 

9) State medical funding systems should deny reimbursement for commercial organ transplants 

abroad and aftercare funding for those benefiting from such transplants. 

10) Any person known to be involved in trafficking in the organs of prisoners in China should be 

barred entry by all foreign countries. 

11) Until China stops harvesting organs from prisoners of any sort, 

i) foreign governments should not issue visas to doctors from China seeking to travel 

abroad for the purpose of training in organ or bodily issue transplantation, 

ii) foreign medical transplant personnel should not travel to China for training or 

collaboration in transplant surgery, 

iii) contributions to scholarly journals on transplant research drawn from the Chinese 

experience should be rejected, 

iv) medical professionals abroad should actively discourage their patients from travelling 

to China for transplant surgery, 

v) pharmaceutical companies should not export anti-rejection drugs or any other drugs 

solely used in transplantation surgery to China, 

vi) foreign states should ban the export of anti-rejection drugs or any other drugs solely 

used in transplantation surgery to Cl1ina. 

12) The onus should be on foreign professionals to determine beyond any reasonable doubt 

that the source of organ donation in China is voluntary before there is any referral to China or 

any cooperation with China relating to organ transplants. 
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13) The medical profession in every foreign country should set up a voluntary reporting system 

to accumulate aggregate data about patients who have travelled to China for transplants. 

14) Chinese hospitals should keep records of the source of every transplant. These records 

should be available for inspection by international human rights officials. 

15) Every organ transplant donor should consent to the donation in writing. These consents 

should be available for inspection by international human rights officials. 

16) The Government of China should promote voluntary organ donation from its own 

population. 

17) Foreign states should issue travel advisories warning its population that organ transplants in 

China are sourced almost entirely from unconsenting prisoners, whether sentenced to death or 

Falun Gong practitioners. 

C) Falun Gong 

18) The repression, imprisonment and mistreatment of Falun Gong practitioners should stop. 

19) The harvesting of organs of Falun Gong practitioners should cease. 

20) Governmental, non-governmental and inter-governmental human rights organizations 

should take seriously the 1 !1arges this report addresses and make their own determinations 

whether or not they are true. 

J. Commentary 

To accept the recommendation that the harvesting of organs of unwilling Falun Gong 

practitioners should cease would mean accepting that the allegations are true. All the other 

recommendations we make do not require accepting that the allegations are true. We suggest 
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adoption of these other recormnendations in any case. 

Most of the recommendations make sense and could be implemented whether the allegations 

are true or false. Several recommendations are addressed to the international community, 

asking U1e community to promote respect within China of international standards about organ 

transplants. 

We are well aware that the Government of China denies the allegations. We suggest that the 

most credible and effective way from the Government of China to assert that denial is to 

implement all of the recommendations addressed to it which could be implemented whether the 

allegations are true or false. If these recommendations were implemented, the allegations 

considered here could no longer be made. 

To all those are sceptical about the allegations, we ask you to ask yourself what you would 

suggest to prevent, in any state, allegations like these from becoming true. The common sense 

list of precautions to prevent the sort of activity here alleged have pretty much all been missing 

in China. 

Every state, and not just China, needs to lay in its defences in order to prevent the harvesting of 

organs from the unwilling, the marginalized, the defenceless. Whatever one thinks of the 

allegations, and we reiterate we believe them to be true, China is remarkably undefended to 

prevent the sorts of activities here discussed from happening. Until the recent legislation was in 

force, many basic precautions to prevent the abuses here discussed from happening were not in 

place. That legislation does not fill the gap unless and until it is comprehensively implemented. 

There are many reasons why the death penalty is wrong. Not least is the desensitization of the 

executioners. When the state kills defenceless human beings already in detention for their 

it becomes all too easy to the next harvesting their organs without 

This is a the state 

to to 

without their consent, especially when there is big money to it We urge 
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government of China, whatever they think of our conclusions about organ harvesting from Falun 

(:Jong practitioners1 to build up their defences against even the slightest possibility of the 

harvesting of or~Jans from the unwilling" 

All of which is respectfully submitted, 

David Matas David Kilgour 

Ottawa 31 January 2007 
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(Appen foun this link: 

) 

n 18. n 

On IVlay 20, 2006, IVlr. David Kilgour conducted an interview in the Unik · States with the ex-wife of a 
Chinese surgeon who removed corneas of Falun Gong prisoners. The ;, :owing transcript was 
abridged and edited to protect those who would otherwise be in danger due to publication of this 
interview. 

Annie Ex-wife of a Chinese surgeon who removed corneas of Falun Gong practitioners. 
A····· Another person who was also present at the interview and raised two questions. 

Kilgour: ... The closest person who saw this happen is Annie .... In 2001, when did the procurement 
of food supplies for [Sujiatun Hospital] go up? 

Annie: About July, in the summer. 

Kilgour: July 2001. You were in the accounting department? 

Annie: Statistics and Logistics DE;partment. 

Kilgour: Statistics and Logistics Department. What happened? The procurement of food went up first 
and then the surgical equipment? 

Annie: In July 2001, there were many people working in the Statistics and Logistics Department. 
Some of them from procurement brought the receipts to me for signature after they made the 
purchase. On the receipts I noted sharp increases in the food supplies. Also, the people in charge of 
the logistics were delivering meals to the facilities where Falun Gong practitioners were detained. 
Other medical staff came to our department to report the purchase of the medical equipment. From 
the receipts, the medical equipment supplies also sharply increased. 

Kilgour: By the way, the facilities to detain Falun Gong practitioners, was it the underground 
facilities? 

Annie: In the backyard of the hospital, there were some one-storey houses typically built for 
construction workers. After several months, the consumption of food and other supplies gradually 
decreased. At that time people guessed that maybe the detainees were sent to an underground 
facility. 

Kilgour: When did the supply decrease? September? October? 

Annie: After about 4 or 5 months. 

Kilgour: End of 2001? 
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Annie: Yes. 

Kilgour: How much of an increase did you estimate it was from the food [receipts you saw]? How 
many you estimated were thero? 

/\nnie: The person in of getting the food and in charge of sonding food to Falun C3ong 
detained told me that there were about 5,000 to 6,000 prnctitioners. At the time, a lot of 

public security bureaus and hospitals in many areas were detaining many Falun Gong practitioners. 
A lot of people working at the hospital, including rne, were not Falun C3ong practitioners. So we didn't 
pay attention. If it wme not for what happenod in 2003, when I found rr1y ex-husband was directly 
involvc·K1 in it, I probably wouldn't be interested in this at all. A lot of the staffers working in our 
department are family members of the officials in the government healthcare system. For some 
matters, we knew it in our hearts but none of us would discuss these things. 

Kilgour: When they decreased the procurement, where did you think the practitioners went? 

Annie: We thought they were released. 

Kilgour: At the end of 2001, you thought they were released? 

Annie: Yes. 

Kilgour: All 5,000 had been released? 

Annie: No, there were still Falun Gong practitioners detained in the hospital, but the number was 
gradually decreasing. Later, in 2003, I learned that Falun Gong practitioners had been transferred to 
the underground complex and other hospitals, because our hospital couldn't hold so many people. 

Kilgour: They left the houses or cabins in the backyard to go to underground? 

Annie: Yes, I later got to know this in 2002. 

Kilgour: Did you say that you were not the person to send food to them when practitioners were 
detained in the houses or cabins in the backyard? 

Annie: No, I was not. 

Kilgour: Did you know who supplied their meals after they left your jurisdiction? 

Annie: I didn't know. 

Kilgour: I heard a lot of these people were killed for their organs. 2001 and 2002. Was it the correct 
understanding? 

Annie: During the years of 2001-2002, I didn't know anything about organ harvesting. I only knew 
the detention of these people. 

Kilgour: So you didn't discover this until you husband told you in 2003. 

Annie: Right. 

Kilgour: Did he tell you that in 2001--2002 he had already started doing these operations? 

/\nnie: Yes, he started in 2002. 



Kilgour: Your former husband began in 2002? 

Annie: Yes. 

Kilgour: Did you roughly know if there were [organ removal] operations since 2001? 

Annie: The operations started in 2001. Some were done in our hospital, and some were done at 
other hospitals in the region. I found out in 2003. 

At the beginning he also did the operations, but he did not know they were Falun Gong practitioners. 
He was a neurosurgeon. He removed corneas. Starting from 2002 he got to know those he operated 
on were Falun Gong practitioners. Because our hospital was not an org~·'l transplant hospital-it was 
only in charge of removal-how these organs were transplanted, he diliir 1 know. 

Kilgour: Your ex-husband started to take organs from Falun Gong practitioners starting from when? 

Annie: At the end of 2001, he started to operate, but he didn't know these live bodies were Falun 
Gong practitioners. He got to know that in 2002. 

Kilgour: What kind of organs did he take out? 

Annie: Corneas. 

Kilgour: Just corneas? 

Annie: Yes. 

Kilgour: Were these people alive or dead? 

Annie: Usually these Falun Gong practitioners were injected with a shot to cause heart failure. 
During the process these people would be pushed into operation rooms to have their organs 
removed. On the surface the heart stopped beating, but the brain was still functioning, because of 
that shot. 

Kilgour: What was the injection called? 

Annie: I don't know the name of it but it caused heart failure. I was not a nurse or a doctor. I don't 
know the names of the injections. 

Kilgour: Causing heart failure, most, or all, or some cases? 

Annie: For most people. 

Kilgour: So he would take corneas of these people, then what happened to these people? 

Annie: These people were pushed to other operation rooms for removals of heart, liver, kidneys, etc. 
During one operation when he collaborated with other doctors, he learned they were Falun Gong 
practitioners, that their organs were removed while alive, and that it was not just cornea removal-
they were removing many organs. 

Kilgour: They did it in different rooms, didn't they? 

Annie: In the later period of time, when these doctors cooperated together, they started doing the 
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operations together. At the beginning, fearing information could leak out, different organs were 
rernoved by different doctors in different roorns. Later on, when they got money, they were no longer 
afraid anymore. They started to remove the organs together. 

For other who were operated on in other hospitals, my ex-husband didn't know what 
to them afterwards. For the practitioners in our hospital, after their kidneys, liver, etc. and 

skin were removed, there were only bones and flesh, etc. left. The bodies were thrown into the boiler 
room at the hospital. 

In the beginning, I did not fully believe this had happened. For some doctors who had operation 
accidents, they may form some illusions. So I checked with other doctors and other officials from the 
government healthcare system. 

Kilgour: In 2003 or 2002? 

Annie: 2003. 

Kilgour: Your husband only did corneas? 

Annie: Yes. 

Kilgour: How many cornea operations did your ex-husband perform? 

Annie: He said about 2,000. 

Kilgour: Corneas of 2,000 people, or 2,000 corneas? 

Annie: Corneas of around 2,000 people. 

Kilgour: This is from 2001 to 2003? 

Annie: From the end of 2001 to October 2003. 

Kilgour: That was when he left? 

Annie: It was the time that I got to know this and he stopped doing it. 

Kilgour: Where did these corneas go? 

Annie: They were usually cr 11 ~~ted by other hospitals. There was an existing system handling such 
business of the removal ar1 les of the organs to other hospitals or other areas. 

Kilgour: Nearby or far away? 

Annie: I don't know. 

Kilgour: All the heart, liver, kidneys, and corneas go off to other hospitals? 

Annie: Yes. 

Kilgour: Did you know what prices they sold them for? 

Annie: I don't know at the time. However, in the year 2002, a neighbour had a liver transplant. It cost 
200,000 yuan. The hospital charged a little bit less for Chinese than foreigners. 



Kilgour: Which year, 2001 or 2002? 

Annie: 2002. 

Kilgour: What was your husband told? How did they justify? These were perfectly healthy people ... 

Annie: In the beginning, he wasn't told anything. He was asked to help out in other hospitals. 
However, every time when he did such a favour, or provided this kind of help, he got lots of money, 
and cash awards-several dozen times his normal salary. 

Kilgour: What was the total amount of money he got out of the 2,000 cornea removals? 

Annie: Hundreds of thousands of US dollars. 

Kilgour: Were they paid in US dollars? 

Annie: Paid in Chinese yuan. Equivalent to hundreds of thousands of US dollars. 

Kilgour: How many doctors were working on these organ removals in the hospital, and in which 
area? Are we talking about 100 doctors, or dozens, or 1 O? 

Annie: I don't know how many people were doing it specifically. But I know that about four or five 
doctors who were acquaintances of us at our hospital were doing it. And in other hospitals, doctors 
of general practice were also doing this. 

Kilgour: Are there any records in the statistics department regarding how many people were 
operated upon? 

Annie: There was no proper procedure or paperwork for this kind of operation. So there was no way 
to count the number of operations in the normal way. 

Kilgour: After practitioners transferred underground at the end of 2001, did you know where their 
food supplies were from? 

Annie: Food still came from our department; just the amount gradually decreased. 
At the end of 2001 we thought they were released. In 2003, I learned that they were not released but 
were transferred underground or to other hospitals. 

Kilgour: Was the underground facility run by the military army or by the hospital? You said food was 
still from the hospital. 

Annie: We weren't responsible for the procurement of the food for the people detained and kept 
underground. That is why there was so much difference in the procurement of food when people 
were transferred to the underground complex. But the food of some of the detainees was provided 
by the hospital, and for others it was not. The decrease in food was not proportional to the decrease 
in the number of detainees. 

Kilgour: What did your husband tell you about the underground facility? 5,000 people killed, or more 
than 5,000? 

Annie: He didn't know how many people were detained underground. He only heard from some 
others that people were detained underground. If three operations were done every day, after 
several years of operation, for the 5,000~6,000 people, not many people would be left. This vvhole 
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scheme and the trading of organs were organized by the government healthcare system. The 
doctors' responsibility was simply to do what they were told to do. 

Kilgour: He didn't go down to the underground facility himself? 

Annie: He didn't. 

Kilgour: Rudimentary operation in the underground facility? 

Annie: He had never been there. 

Kilgour: All of those people, were they dead when they were operated on? Or their hearts stopped? 
Did he know that they were killed afterwards? They weren't yet dead. 

Annie: At the beginning, he didn't know these were Falun Gong practitioners. As time went by, he 
knew they were Falun Gong practitioners. When they did more of these removals of organs and 
became bold, these doctors started to do the removals together; this doctor extracted the cornea, 
another doctor removed the kidney, the third doctor took out the liver. At that time, this patient, or 
this Falun Gong practitioner, he knew what was the next step to treat the body. (Translator added 
the translation of the two missed sentences: Yes, the heart stopped beating, but they were still 
living.) If the victim's skin was not peeled off and only internal organs were removed, the openings of 
the bodies would be sealed and an agent would sign the paperwork. The bodies would be sent to the 
crematorium near the Sujiatun area. 

Kilgour: Only if the skin was removed, they would be sent to the boiler room? 

Annie: Yes. 

Kilgour: Usually what was the "supposed" cause of death given? 

Annie: Usually no specific reason when the bodies were sent to the crematorium. Usually the 
reasons were "The heart stopped beating", "heart failure". When these people were rounded up and 
detained, nobody knew their names or where they were from. So when they were sent to the 
crematorium, nobody could claim their bodies. 

Kilgour: Who administered the drug to cause the heart to stop beating? 

Annie: Nurse. 

Kilgour: Nurse working for the hospital? 

Annie: Nurses brought over by these doctors. Doctors, including my ex-husband, came to this 
hospital in 1999 or 2000. He brought his nurse over. When organ harvesting first started, nurses 
were assigned to the doctors. Wherever the doctors go, their nurses go with them as far as the 
organ removal operations were concerned. These nurses were not like personal secretaries. 

In the year 2003, government health authorities sent many doctors involved in organ removal 
operations to an area sealed by the governrnent because of SARS. These doctors believed they 
were sent there to let them live or die over there. I mean the government already wanted to put to 
death secretively the first group involved in organ removal. So they sent them to a SARS-affected 
area in E:3eijing. 

From that point on my husband realized that there was danger in doing this and that at any time, he 
could be killed and done away vvith as an accomplice. Later, when he wanted to quit, someone did 
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try to kill him. 

Kilgour: In the hospital? 

Annie: Outside the hospital. 

Kilgour: Can you give us more details? 

Annie: At the end of 2003, after I learned about the issue, he came back from Beijing. He could no 
longer live a normal life. After I knew about it, he listened to my advice and decided to quit doing it. 
He submitted his resignation letter. It was around the new year of 2004. 

In February 2004, after his resignation was granted, the last month of working in the hospital, he was 
tying up loose ends at his work. During that time we received phone threats at home. Someone said 
to him, "You watch out for your life." 

One day we got off work in the afternoon. There were two people walking toward us trying to 
assassinate him. If you were a woman, I would show you my scar, because I pushed him aside and 
took the stab. Men do not have very good sixth senses, so he kept walking. When I realized the two 
people were going to pull the knife to stab him, I pushed him aside and took the stab for him. Many 
people came over and I was sent to the hospital. These two men ran away. 

f<ilgour: Which side? (Location of the scar) 

Annie: Right side. 

Kilgour: Do you know who these two people were? 

Annie: I didn't know in the beginning. Later I knew. 

Kilgour: Who were they? 

Annie: I learned that they were thugs hired by the government health authorities. 

Kilgour: How did you find that out about these two? 

Annie: Because my family was part of the government healthcare system. My mother used to be a 
doctor. 

After these things happened, our friends suggested we get a divorce so it would separate our 
children and me from my husband. After all, our children and I didn't participate in any of these 
things. So we divorced at the end of 2003, very close to the new year of 2004. 

Kilgour: How many did you think were still alive? 

Annie: Initially I estimated there were about 2,000 people left at the time I left China in 2004. But I 
cannot give a figure anymore, because China is still arresting Falun Gong practitioners and there 
have been people coming in and going out. So I cannot give a figure now anymore. 

Kilgour: How did you come to this number 2,000 in 2004? 

Annie: According to how many my ex-husband did and how many other doctors did. And how many 
sent to other hospitals. Good doctors are well connected within the healthcare system. Many of them 
used to be classmates in medical schools. The number was estimated by the few doctors involved. 
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When we were together in private, they discussed how many people in total. At that time, these 
doctors did not want to continue. They wanted to go to other countries or transfer to other fields. So 
the total number of deaths was calculated and derived by these doctors involved. 

Kilgour: What is their estimate of how many people were killed? 

Annie: They estimated 3,000-4,000 people. 

Kilgour: This is the estimate by all of the doctors? 

Annie: No. By three doctors we were familiar with. 

Kilgour: Do you have anything else you want to say? 

Annie: Chinese or non--Chinese, they think it is impossible Sujiatun detained so many Falun Gong 
practitioners. They focused on just this Sujiatun hospital. Because most people do not know there 
are underground facilities. I want to say, even if things were over for Sujiatun, in other hospitals this 
issue continues. Because I worked in Sujiatun, I know about Sujiatun. Other hospitals and detention 
centres ... inspecting and putting control on these facilities will help reduce the deaths. 

For Chinese people, one person comes out, there are still family members in China. They still dare 
not come out to speak the truth. They are afraid it could put their family members in danger. It 
doesn't rnean that they don't know about it. 

A: Does your mother know about what you are doing? 

Annie: Yes. 

A: Does she still work in the government healthcare system? 

Annie: No. She retired a long time ago. She is almost 70 years old. 
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Moore-Love, Karla 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello Karla, 

Xiaoyang Wang <xiaoyangw@q.com> 
Thursday, June 05, 2014 11 :15 AM 
Moore-Love, Karla 
Re: Speaking at City Council meeting 

I would like to speak at the council meeting on Wednesday, July 30. Here is my information. 

Name: Xiaoyang Wang 
Address: 203 SW Hamilton Street, Portland, OR 97239 
Phone: 503-228-1514 
Topic: Stop forced live organ harvesting in China 

Thank you, 
Xiaoyang Wang 

This email is free from viruses and malware because avast! Antivirus protection is active. 
http://www.avast.com 
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Request of Xiaoyang Wang to address Council regarding stop forced live organ 
harvesting in China (Communication) 

JUL 2 5 2014 
""Filed --------

La Vonne Griffin-Valade 
Auditor of the City of Portland 
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